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ing her, twenty-seven hundred dollars in
not mean to let that Frenchified girl know
So they parted, and the passers by little sight of him. ’But I shall have him yet,’ have been here sooner if I hadn’t lost my
TH E A M E R IC A LAK ES.
greenbacks was found upon her person,
it, so he only said, ‘Oh, that’s the style, dreamed ol' all that hand-grasp spoke.
he thinks; he cannot keep the pace up way there.’
and it is reported that she has much more
‘Wa’al, wa’al, if things don’t turn out long. The boy had nearly reached the
eh ? It ain’t a bit like Betsey’s old one
Any
school
boy
knows
that
Lake
Supe
‘Lost
your
way!’
says
hl
3 mother,
M ade at W A L T H A M , M A SS.
though.’
queer!’ soliloquized Uncle Abel, home place where the path divides, when he alarmed. ‘What did you stray from the rior is the largest b dy of fresh water on money and owns Several houses.
IS THE BEST.
-iXT raffic S to ry .
‘Oh no. Sir, the fashion has changed ward bound, with a band-box safely plac puts up a white owl which can scarcely path tor?’
the face of the globe, but it is remarkable
A ll A bout G irls’ N am es.
It is made ou the best principle. Its frame is con
entirely.' Now this gipsey is just the ed on the seat before him. ‘To think how tty, as it goes whirling along, close to the
‘Only to chase a little owl, mamma; not only for its magnitude, but for the
lived a sage In days of yore,
posed of SOLID PLATES. NO jar can interfere with There
near
I
came
to
gettin’
one
of
them
gipsys
newest
thing
out
and
your
wife
would
set
ground
before
him;,
bo
gains
upon
it;
beautiful,
varied and picturesque scenery If you are a very precise man, and wish
And he a handsome pigtail wore;
but I didn’t catch her, after all. I got a
the harmony of its working and no sudden shock can But wondered much and sorrowed more,
tor Betsey. Why, she would have laugh another moment and it. will be his. Now roll down a bank, and caught my jacket of its borders, and the value attached to to be certain of what you get, never mar
the fashion in the town. I don’t doubt.’
damage its machinery. Every piece is made and fin
Because it hung behind him.
She looked up at John Dare merrily, ed a week about it. And then to think it gets the start again; they come to the against a thorn bush, which was rather its geological features. This great inland ry a girl named Ann; for we have the au
ished by machinery (itself famous lor its novelty,
that that wretched girl was making game branching of the paths, and the bird goes unlucky. Ah ! three large holes I see in sea is situated between the 46th and 49th thority of Lindley Murray, and others,
blit
could
not
interpret
the
look
in
his
well as for its effectiveness) and is therefoae properly He mused upon this curious case,
eyes; so taking it for granted that it was of me all the while. Aud then the other down the wrong one. The temptation to my sleeve. And so I scrambled up again, deg. of north latitude, and the 84th and that ‘an is an indefinite article.’
And swore he’d chauge the pigtail’s place,
made. The watch is what all mechanism should be— And
an expression ot admiration, she pursued one with her gentle way, taking the follow it is too 6 trong to be resisted ; he and got into the path, and asked at the 92d ot west longitude. It is 400 miles in
If you would like to have a wife who
have it hanging at his face,
ACCURATE, SIMPLE, STRONG AND ECONOMI
the same strain.
trouble to tell a stupid old fellow like me knows that somewhere, deep iu the wood cottage for some beer. What a time the length, ICO miles in width and 900 feet is ‘one of a thousand,’ you should marry
Xot dangling there behind him.
CAL. Except some high grades, too costly for gener
‘Just fresh from Paris; I am sure your what was the right thing to buy. I guess there is a cross track by which he can get woman kept me to be sure! I thought it deep. The rapid settlement of the State.-, an Emily or ail Emma; for any printer
al use, foreign watches are chiefly made by women Says he, “ the mystery I ’ve found;
wife would like that. Shall I try it on she would make our John a nice little into the path he has left; it is only to run would never come. But very soon alter, on its borders, and the completion of the can tell you that ‘eras’ are always counted
and boys. Such watches are composed of several I’ll turn me round,”—lie turned him round
lor you?’
wife; anti after Betsey and me has passed a little faster, and he shall be home near Mr. D—drove up in his gig; and he ship canal around the Falls of St. Mary’s by thousand^.
hundred pieces, screwed aud riveted together, and re Aud every time he turned, he found
‘Wa’al yes, I can tell better how it looks away there’ll be a nice bit of property ly as soon.
river, a few years since, awakened atten If you do not wish to have a bustling,
The tail was still behind him.
brought me on to the gate.’
quire constant repairs to keep them in any kind ol
then. Now it looks jest like a dish.’
coinin' to John, and that’l help him on.’
On he rushes; the path takes a bend,
They did not know, any more than we tion to those hitherto neglected aud al lly about wife, yon should not marry ono
order. All persons who have carried “ancres” “lep- Then round and'round, and out aud in,
‘There—it goes on in this way,’ and
How pleased Aunt Betsey was when and he is just out of sight when his pur do, of the dangers that hourly beset ns. most unknown regions. A glance at the named Jenny; for every cottou spinner
ines’, and “ English Patent Levers,Marc perfectly weU All day the puzzled sage did spin
Josie pitched the little thing over lier rosy the old man gave her the new bonnet! suer comes where the paths divide. The Some few dangers we are aware of and map of North America is all that is neces knows that jennies are always turning.
In vain; it muttered not a pin,
aware of the truth of this statement.
face, and swept down the length of the How ‘fair and young, she looked iu the boy has turned to the right—the man we do what we can to provide against sary to satisfy any reflecting mind of the
If you have a wife named Cordelia,
The pigtail hung behind him.
At the beginning of our enterprise more than ten
room. -Don’t you like it?’
fresh ribbons and soft blonde around her takes the left, and the faster they both run them; but for the greater portion, jour important advantages of Lake Superior, you should never drop any of your old
years ago, it was our first object to make a thoroughly And right and left, and round about,
face! And how she laughed at the idea the farther they are asunder.
acquaintances,
for he who has the deal
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puty;
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see.
We
good low priced watch for the million, to take the And up and down, and in and out,
of wearing ‘one of those dish-covers on
queer ain’t it, John?’
The white owl leads him o n ; the path walk securely under His guidance, with distant period to exercise over the com never, cuts-.
place of these foreign tactories, which weru entirely He turned; hut still the pigtail stout
The
most
incessant
writer in the world
her
head!’
John
thus
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to
could
only
an
mercial
affairs
of
this
continent.
In
a
gets
darker
aud
narrower;
at
last
he
finds
out
whom
•
not
a
sparrow
falleth
to
the
Hung steadily behind him.
unsaleable at home aud perfectly worthless every
swer that he ‘knew nothing in the world
Just when the country was iu its June that hp has missed it altogether, and his ground;’ and when we have had escapes few years, at the farthest, when the north is he who is always bound to Ad-a-line.
where.
You may adore your wilo, but you will
about a woman's bonnet;’ and took up glory John brought his bride to the farm feet areoqtfie soft ground. He flounders that the angels have admired at, we come ern Pacific and other land grant railroads
Aud though his efforts never slack.
How well we have accomplished this, maybe under And though he twist, and twirl and tack,
his reverie, whatever it was, just where house where he had spent so many child about among the trees and stumps, vexed home and say, perhaps, that nothing has are completed, it will become the princi be surpassed in love when your wife is a
stood from the fact that aAer so many years of public Alas! still faithful to his back.
it was broken off. But looking idly iu ish hours, and he led her to all the old with himself, and panting after his race. happened. It is not well that our minds pal avenue of intercourse between the Dora.
trial, we now make BIORE THAN HALF THE
The pigtail hangs behind him.
Unless 3*011 would have the evil one for
the long mirror opposite he saw Josie familiar spots, from the weir iu the brook At last he hits upon another track, and should be much exercised about these eastern and north-western portions of our
WATCHES SOLD IN THE UNITED STATES, and
making signs to another girl, aud he soon to tile grave in the orchard.—But as long pushes on as fast as he can. The ground hidden dangers, since they are so many extended country, and the commerce ot i father-in-law, 3-011 should not marry a
AFTER.
that no other have ever given such uuiversai satisfac
lady named Elizabeth, for the devil is the
found that they were amusing themselves as straw and ribbon may endure to keep begins sensibly to descend; lie has lost and so great that no human art or fore Europe and Asia.
tion. While this department of our business is con
After the shower, the tranquil sun;
Those living at a distance are apt to father of Lize—(lies.)
vastly at the perplexity of their custom them both in mind how John Dare found his way—hut he keeps bearing to the left, sight can prevent them. But it is very
tinued with increased faciltics for perfect work, w
After the snow, the emerald leaves;
If 3011 wish to succeed in life as a por
er. He saw, too. that a pale, quiet girl, his wife, they tell the story of the time and though it is now dark ho thinks that well that we should reflect constantly on overlook the extraordinary growth of the
Silver stars when the day is done.
are at present engaged in the manufacture of watches
commerce
of our great lakes. It is true ter, you should marry Caroline, and treat
with
smooth
brown
hair
looked
up
from
when Uncle Abel bought Betsey’s bon he must reach the main path sooner or that loving Providence which watches
After the harvest, golden sheaves.
of the very HIGHEST GRADE KNOWN TO C1IROlater.
her work indignantly, and he rather saw net.
every footstep of a track; always balanc Unit the sails of American vessels whiten her kindly; for so long as 3-ou continue
NOMETRY, unequaled by anything hitherto made by
After the clouds, the violet sky;
than heard her -say, ‘For shame;’ and
He does not know this part of the wood ing between time And eternity; and that every sea, and it is equally true, that the to do this, you will be good "to C’urrv.
ourselves, and unsurpassed by uuything made iu th«
After the tempest, the lull of waves;
grow crimson as she spoke.
Many men of high moral principles,
but he runs on. Oh, little midshipman! such reflections should make us both hap trade of these inland seas has more than
TW O W A Y S OF T E L L IN G A
world. For this purpose we have the amplest facili
Quiet woods when the winds go by;
His own face flushed a little as ha be
why did you chase that owl ? If you had py and afraid—afraid of trusting our doubled the entire foreign commerce ol and who would notgarable for the world,
STO RY.
ties. We have erected an addition to our main build
After the battle, peaceful graves.
till
have not refused to take a Bet.
the
country!
Sixty
years
ago
there
was
came
aware
that
Uncle
Abel
was
being
kept
in
that
path,
with
the
dark
man
be
souls
and
bodies
too
much
to
any
earthly
ing expressly for this branch of our business, and
After the knell, the wedding hells;
made the butt of their jokes—good Uncle
UV JEAN INGELOW.
hind you, there was a chance that you guide or earthly security—happy from the scarcely a craft on these waters large,
huso filled it with the best workmen in our sendee.
After
the
bud,
the
radiant
rose;
than
an
Indian
canoe,—now,
the
tonnage
Abel
who
was
looking
so
admiringly
at
might
outrun
him;
or
if
he
had
overtaken
knowledge that there is One with whom
New machines aud appliances have been constructed
The West.
Joyful greeting*, from sad farewells;
Who is this? A careless little midship you. some passing wayfayer might have we may trust them wholly, and with of side-wheel steamers alone is 1 0 0 ,Cut)
the fabrics incomprehensible to him. his
whicn perform their work with consummate delicacy
Alter our weeping, sweet repose.
We have always been talking of the
old heart only full ot the thought how he man, idling about in a great city, with heard your cries, and come to save you. whom the very hairs of our head are all tons. In 1841, the gross amount of tiltand exactness. The choisesl and most improved ma
should make his present worthy of the his pockets lull of money. lie is waiting Now you arerunningstraight on to death, numbered. Without such trust, how can lake trade, independent of the property North and the South, but the destiny of
After the burden, the blissful meed:
terials only are used, and we challenge comparison be
After the flight, the downy nest;
patient soul for whom it was intended.
for the coach; it comes up presently, and for the forest water is deep and black at we or be at peace ? but with it we may constantly changing hands, cost of ves thi country is wrapped up in the West.
tween this grade of our work and the finest imported
After the furrow, the waking seed;
Then John was greatly perplexed; for he gets on the top of it, aud begins to the bottom of the hill. O that the moon say with the Psaimist, ‘I will both lay me sels, and profits of passenger trade, fhere is to be the seat of population,
chronometers. We do not pretend to sell our watches
After the shadowy river—rest!
as he said truly, he knew nothin" about look about him.
might come out and show it to you !
down in peace, and sleep, for thou, Lord, amounted to $65,000,000. In 1851, it had wealth and power. There are the broad
for l e s s MONEY than foreign watches, but w e doincreased to $3<Jt>,000.OUO, aud iu 1861, to grain fields; there are the minerals—the
all the mysteries and bewildering ar
They soon leave the chimney-tops be
The moon is under a thick canopy of only raakest me dwell in safety!’
assert without fear of contradiction that for the s a m e
T h e B a b y Hotelier.
$550,000,000. At the present rate of in lead, the iron, the copper; there upon the
rangements of dress that he saw every bind them; his eye wanders with delight heavy black clouds, and there is not a
m o n e y our product is incomparably superior. All
Another
little
private
day.
crease,
the lake commerce in 1871 will thousands and thousands of miles of
over
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he
smells
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and
make
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our watches, of whatever grade, are fully warranted,
Mustered in
amount to the enormous sura of $ 1 ,0 0 0 ,- rivers, with the steamboats, will be a
Still he knew that Aunt Betsey’s spare honeysuckle in the hedgerow, and he visible. 7he fern is soft under his feet as
and this warrantee is good at all times against us or
The army of temptation
000,000.
In 1859, the northwestern lakes commerce throwing into the shade all the.
wishes
he
was
down
among
the
hazlelocks,
thinly
sprinkled
with
gray,
were
‘Miserable
siuners!’
It
is
rather
a
he
runs
add
slips
down
the
sloping
hill.
our agents in all parts of the world.
And of sin.
not dressed in modern style, and he could bushes, that he might strip them of the At last he strikes against a stone, stum fashionable phrase iu our popular churches were navigated by 1600 vessels, whose foreign trade ol the nation; and there are
CAUTION.—The public are cautioned to buy only
aggregate
burthen was over 400,000 tons “ rowing up the cities to rival und surpass,
Another
soldier
arming
not lor the life of him see whereabout on milky nuts; then he sees a great wain bles and tails. Two minutes more aud he —something that people mouth and mut
of respectable dealers. AH persons selling counter
For the strife,
that dear old head any of these gipsys or piled up with barley, and he wishes he will roll into the black water.
ter over without fairly knowing what They were manned by over 13,000 sea almost before their names are ou the
feits will be prosecuted.
To tight the toilsome bottles
fashions would rest.
He remembered was on the top of it. Then the checkered
‘Heydey!’ cries the boy, ‘what's this? they mean by it. Of course we are ali men, navigating over 5,000 miles of lake in ips, tlie old seaports of the Atlantic.
R O B B IN S & A P P L E T O N ,
Of a life.
that long ago Aunt Betsey was wont to shadows of the trees lying across the Oil, how it teaft my hands? Oh, this ‘miserable sinners’—nobody hesitates to and riVer coast, and transporting ove With a density- of population, manufact
A G EN T S FO R T H E AM ERICA N W ATC H COM PANY,
ures will follow, and cotteu will go up the
twist her hair with the same energy that white road, and then a squirrel runs up thornbrush! Oh, my arms! I can’t get call himself by the title of humility, but $6000,000,000 of exports and imports.
Another little sentry,
182 BROADW AY, IS*. Y .
Who will stand
Among the greatest works of internal Mississippi as it now comes to us coast
distinguished all her movements, and that a bough, and he cannot forbear to whoop free!’ He struggles and pants. ‘Allthi once let his neighbor try the experiment,
October 30, 1BG6.
.
4w46
On guard, where evils prowl
this operation resulted in a hard knob at and halloo, though he cannot chase it to comes of leaving the path,’ he says; ‘I jand one may easily imagine what the con- improvements on this continent is the wise; ami the western Manchcsters will
On every hand.
ship canal around the falls of St. Mary be as noted as those of Old or New Eng
the back of her head, like a door-handle, its nest.
shouldn’t have eared for the rolling down i sequences would be!
which certainly would not harmonize
The coach stops; the little midship if it hadn’t been for this bush. Thu fern | ‘Miserable sinners!’ Mrs. Petroleum at the outlet of Lake Superior. It is built land. When the West has but half its
Lord, our little darling
with these caplcss head-dresses.
man, with his hands in his pockets, sits was soft enough. I’ll never stray a w a y ]comes to morning service in the Lenten ou the Michigan side of the river, and i growth, there will be a free voice to de
Guide and save,
For the speedy cure of
’Mid tile perils of the march
Just as his brow was overcast with this rattling his money and singing. There in the wood at night again. There free Iseason, and murmurs through the words blasted through the solid rock for a di cide questions which tile interests and
D iP T iiE n iA ,
To the grave.
thought the pale girl came toward Uncle is a poor woman standing by the door ol at last! And my jacket nearly torn off my over her gold-clasped prayer-box, really tauce of three-fourths of a mile. The ca prejudices of the old States would keep
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat. Bronchitis.
—Pacific Monthly.
feeling
Abel, her cheek Unshed as she did so in the village inn; she looks care-worn, am buck!’
g very spiritual and ex
exalted, and pacity of tile locks, three in number, is in agitation forever. They would now
Rheumatism, and all kiudred complaints.
defiance of the other girls, holding in her well she may, lor in the spring her hus _ With a jpod deal of patience, and a then goes home and directs Ann to tell all sufficient to admit the largest lake steam decide the Presidential question, if the
For five rears has this article been before the people
JL B a c h e lo r’s C o m plain t.
and the verdict returned from every quarter, by the
hand a plain Leghorn bonnet, trimmed band went up to Loudon to seek for work. great many scratches, he gets free ol' the her visitors through the day that her mis ers afloat. The number of passenger new people who have settled the prairies
consumers ol the hull million bottles that have been
When I remember all
quietly with velvet ribbon.
He got work, and she was expecting soon thorn which had arrested his progress tress is ‘not at home.’ But then of course, through this canal iu 1855, was 4,270; in since the census was taken, could be rep
sold within that time, is, that
resented in the electoral colleges; but
The girls I’ve met together,
She wore a morning dress, and the to join him there, when, alas! a fellow when his leet were within a yard oi' the Mrs. Petroleum does not regard that little 1857, 6,G50; and in 1865, 10,720.
I feel, like'a rooster in the fall,
“I T A L W A Y S C U K E S ."
Vessels drawing ten feet of water, can they- will soon be there and in Congress,
plain brooch at her throat held a lock of workman wrote her word how lie had water, manages to scramble to tile bank, mistateinent iu the light of a lie—not she.
Exposed to every weather;
Read the following, which is only a specimen of the
giving
tone to national policy-. "South
gray
hair.
run
from
the
head
ot
Lake
Superior
to
It
is
merely
an
understanding
in
fashion
met with an accident, how he was very and makes the best of his way through
I feel like one who treads alone
many letters we are daily receiving:
Some barn yard all desarted,
able society. The great father of libs the Atlantic ocean, a distance of nearly Carolina need not trouble herself about
•1 think this might suit you, Sir,’ she bad, and wanted his wife to come and the woods.
Boston, Mass.
Massachusetts,
bnt rather about the spirit
Whose oats are fled—whose licus are dead— said. ‘If your wile don’t dress her hair nurse him. But she has two children,
2200
miles.
A
large
amount
of
rich
and
•‘Orkin Skinner A Co.—Sirs :—Notwithstanding
And now, as the clouds move slowly glories in such ‘understandings.’ Why
Or oil* to market started.
my general prejudice against propriety (or patent)
in those fashions these bonnets would not and is destitute; she must walk up all onward the moon shows her face ou the is not Mrs. Petroleum brave enough to valuable furs are annually brought from ot Massachusetts that is finding a lodg
medicines, I was induced to buy two bottles of the
ment
in
the
wilderness,
and there, like
do at all. This is rich and plain, and the way, and she is sick at heart when black surface of the water, and the little say that she is engaged,’ or that she ‘does the country around Hudson’s B.ry to Su
American Lila Drops, through the high reccommenda
‘*If red the sun begins his race,
the Baptist, is declaring a new era
tion of them by a friend, a* always curing Dyntheria, Expect
covers the back of the head and neck.’
she thinks that perhaps he may die among white owl comes and boots, and flatters not see company!’ Just because it is not perior, and thence “shipped” direct to John
that rail} frill fall apace.
at
hand.
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Bronchitis, &c. Sly son,
New York, and European markets. These
‘Wa’al now, tell me, for I got so both strangers before she can reach him.
over it like t wandering snow drift. But the custom!
sixteen years of age, was taken suddenly ill with The evening red, the morning gray,
Dyptheriafund could scarcely speak or swallow, his Are certain sign* of a flue day.
ered with these things that I don’t know
She does not think of begging, but see the boy is deep in the wood again, and he
Mr. Smitber goes to church groans out furs are now brought the greater portion
breathing!was so bad. We were much alarmed, but In the waning of the moon,
one from t’other. 1 want to get a nice ing tile boy’s eye attracted to her, she knows nothing of the danger he has es the responses with the loudest of the ele ot the distance, iu the winter season, by
T h e O rigin al O il M an o f C a n ada .—
decided to try the Life Drops, betore calling a physi A cloudy morn, fair afternoon.
bunnit for Betsey, and I mean to. Now makes him a courtesy, and lie withdraws caped.
gantly clad ‘miserable sinners,’ melts into Canadian half-breed “ packers,” or upon About ten years ago, a man named Pratt,
cian. By using the Drops according to direction, he When clouds appear like rocks and towers,
was soon relieved and t lie disease entirely broken up. The earth’s refreshed by frequent showers.
sledges drawn by dogs trained for that who possessed in a remarkable degree the
jest
tell
me
if
you
would
like
your
moth
tours
over
the
sermon,
behind
his
gold
liis
hand
and
throws
her
down
a
sover
Ail
this
time
the
dark
passenger
follows
I let a friend suffering with Rheumatism have one ol
er to wear one like this?’
eign. She looks at it with incredulous the main track, and he believes that his spectacles, and really fancies he is doing purpose. Initiatory measures have been roving disposition, happened to pass
the bottles. He says the Life Drops gave immediate If wooly fleeces spread the heavenly wav,
relief, and are the best medicine he ever used. A No rain be sure disturbs the summer day.”
■Oil, 1 beg your pardon, ma’am. I did joy. and then she looks at him.
prey is before him. At last lie hears :i a land-office business in the matter of re recently adopted for tile construction ot through the township of Enniskillen, aud
“ A rainbow in the morning,
family near him, suffering from Colds aud Ulcerated
not see;’ and he touched the sleeve of Iter
•It's all right,’ he says, and the coach crushing ol' dead boughs, and presently pentance. For the moment, perhaps, he a turnpike road from Superior to Hud seeing the ‘gum beds,’ as they were term
Is the shepherd’s warning,
Sore Throat, used some of his and was cured in a
black dress. ‘I— 1 am so sorry
short time. Since then I let niv brother, a physician
starts again, while, full of gratitude, she the little midshipman’s voice not fifty is. And then on Monday morning lie son’s Bay, which, when completed will ed, shrewdly guessed that there was some
A rainbow at* night
have part of mine, and with which lie cured a bad
The young girl brushed off a tear hires a cart to take her across the coun yards before him. Yet, it is too true; the goes down town, sharp-set as a pruning- vastly increase the lake trade, and ren thing good to be found there. IleaccordIs the shepherd’s delight.”
case of Dyptheriu. He is constrained to acknowledge
quickly as she said: ‘I have no mother try to the railway, that the next night boy is in the cross truck, he will pass ffliife; to sell a lot of damaged goods to dcr practicable the natural outlet for the ingly bought seventy acres of the land
that they are vuluable.
“ Trulyyours,
A. It. ELDER.”
now ; but if you'll trust me, Sir, I think she may sit by tile bedside ot her sick the cottage in the wood directly and after the California market at fancy prices, or productions of a rich and extensive conn which is now the centre of the oil dis
this will suit.’
The Life Drops are cariully prepared by
to palmjoff severla cartons of last year’s try in our own and the British posses tricts, and, alter having the gum analyzed
husband.
that his pursuer will come upon him.
OR&IN SKINNER & CO., Sole Proprieror*,
at Hamilton, left the country. He went
She had stood hitherto just out of the
styles to country storekeepers as the ‘lat sions.
The midshipman knows nothing about
The boy bounds into the path; but
S p r i n g f i e l d , M a s s .,
The water of Lake Superior is remark to the silver mines of Mexico and amass
range of John Dare’s vision, and had not that—and lie never will know.
he sees the cottage, lie is so thirsty, and est novelties in the market.’ But then,
And sold by all Druggists.
ably
clear
and
soft,
and
on
a
clear,
sum
ed
a considerable fortune; from thence he
seen
him
at
all.
Something
in
the
sound
of
business
is
business,
and
Mr.
Smither’s
so
hot,
that
he
thinks
he
must
ask
the
in
The
passengers
goon
talking—the
little
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Reed, Cutler & Co.,
B E T S E Y 9S B O N N E T .
iter voice attracted him, perhaps, and midshipman has told them who he is, and habitants if they can sell him a glass of abstract conviction ot his own unworthi- mer day resembles an immense spring struck over into Mexico, where no doubt
B ust Duo’s &Bird, Boston, Mass., General Agents.
November 2, I860.
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I have distinctly seen the rocks upon the found adventure enough to satisfy even
when Uncle Abel called :
nesson
Sunday
don’t
at
all
effect
his
keen
where
he
is
going.
But
there
is
one
who
ale.
‘Well, Uncle Abel, now you are off for
•Here, John Dare!’ he stepped hastily has never joined in the conversation; he
He enters without ceremony. ‘Ale? eye after interest on Monday. He will bottom of the lake at a alepth of sixty- his spirit, and on the breakiug out of the
home, I suppose; trailing till done, crops forward.
The girl thrust the bonnet in
a ten-dollar bill on the plate next eight feet. When the water is perfectly late war he took up arms on the side of
D e n tis tr y .
all bargained for, eh?’ and John Dare lift Uncle Abel’s band and would have been is a dark looking and restless man—he says the woodman, who was sitting at his put
sits apart; he sees the glitter of the fall supper. ‘No, we have no a le ; but per week, and all the neighboring worshipers calm, and the atmosphere clear, a person the South, and fought the Yankees for
jt n m i
*11E subscriber, having devoted the ed his hat and pushed back his thick hair
out of sight if her dress had not caught ing coin, and now he watches the boy haps my wife can give thee a drink of will say within themselves, ‘What a no gazing from a boat into the pellucid four years. Iu the meantime nothing was
X * past two -vc‘ars the study and pracof Dentistry, under the instruction as he stood on the hotel steps talking to
milk. Come kin.’ So he came in and ble hearted, generous fellow Sinithers is? depths, feels a sensation ot being sus heard of him, and on the discovery of oil
^ U l I 1-7of DR. ALLAN* HALEY, graduate ot a plain country farmer in a suit of home on one oi' the branching stands and held more narrowlythan tie did before.
pended in the air—so clear is the water at Enniskillen, liis estate was administer
her fast.
the Philadelphia Dental College, has returned to this spun gray.
lie Is a strong man, resolute and de shut the door, and while he sits waitin; a pity there are not more like him!’
city, and opened an office for the practice of Operative
ed and reverted back to the Crown.—
‘Amy?
and
John
Dare
with
a
hot
flush
Ah, Mr. Sinithers, do you remember beneath him.
termined
;
the
boy
with
his
pocket
lull
of
for
the milk, footsteps pass. They are
and Mechanical Dentistry, alter the latest and most
‘Wa'al, no, not quite yet, John. I want on his face caught her l and and so de
About three weeks ago, however, the
money will be no match tor him. lie has footsteps of his pursuer, who goes on who said, ‘Do unto others as you would
approved method ; and feeling confident ol his ability to get Betsey a bunnit; a real nice one;
General C ham berlain.
to execute, in a superior manner, all work in the dental
rover stepped into a large oil establish
tained
iter.
‘Amy
Egbert,
have
I
found
have
them
do
to
you?’
and
’With
what
told
the
others
that
his
lather’s
house
is
with
the
stake
in
his
hand,
and
is
angry
line with which he may be favored, he respectfully so just as good a one as a Yorker might you at last.
The American correspondent of the ment, announced himself as the original
the parsonage at Y----- , the coach goes and impatient that he has not yet come measure ye mete, it shall be measured un
licits a share of the public patronage.
want. ’Cause Betsey has worked awful
The girl's face grew white and red by within five miles of it, and lie means to up with him.
to you?’
Teeth extracted. Teeth inserted on the vulcanite
Manchester (England) Alliance News, in old Pratt, and politely requested the soi
base, gold and silver. Teeth tilled with Gold, Silver, hard this spring. Times are good, too. turns, and the words she spoke came so get out at the nearest point, and walk or
Neither is Mr. Sinithers any exception writing to that paper of October 13th disant proprietors to ‘clear out.’ Utterly
The woman goes to the diary for the
Tin and all materials for preserving them iu a healthy So I guess we will see if my Betsey shan’t
confounded, these gentlemen handed over
slow
and
brokeu
that
only
John
could
to
the
rule.
rather
run,
over
to
his
home,
through
the
milk
and
the
boy
thinks
she
is
a
Ion
condition.
look as good as anybody. S’pose you catch their meaning.
Toothache cured without extracting.
‘If ye plaze, ma’am, Mrs. Tedious is speaks hopefully of the election in Maine $10,000 to quiet the title, and Mr. Pratt
great wood.
time. He drinks it, thanks her and takes
Pivot teeth inserted ; broken plate and teeth repair don’t want to go along with me, do you?’
Uncle
Abel
pushing
his
spectacles
upon
down
stairs,’
says
Betty.
The mail decides to get down, too, and his leave.
and gives a pleasing anecdote of Gen. set off for Ottawa, where he asked the
ed, aud all operations ou the mouth performed in the
-Let me see—four o’clock—yes. I'll go. his forehead, and still holding the hat iu
Commissioner of Crown Lands by what
best manner.
‘Mrs. Tedious! How provoking! Of
go through the wood; he will rob the
Fast and fast the man runs on, and as
Office in Ki m bn 11 BlocIt.overC P. Fessenden’s Uncle Abel. I’ll look at the pretty girls, his hand, looked open mouthed from one little midshipman; perhaps, if he cries fast as lie can the boy runs after him. It all mornings in the world, when I want Chamberlain, the Governor elect. The authority his lands were taken from him
Store. Entrance same as Athenaeum Library.
though; you won’t mind that. Come on.’ to the other.
writer says:
and given to others. The answer was in
ed
all
my
time
for
the
dressmaker!
And
out
and
struggles,
he
will
do
worse.
The
is
very
dark,
but
there
is
a
yellow
streak
S. T IB H E T T j,, J r ., D eu lia t.
So they walked off up the street, the
“ Maine has again taken the load, and so far satisfactory that Pratt departed in
‘I guess you must have known this boy, he thinks, will have no chance in the sky, where the moor is plowing up she'll stay forever—the tiresome stupid
Rockland, October 18, 1860.
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fashionable attire of the young lawyer
woman afore, didn’t you? he said ; against him ; it is quite impossible that a furrowed mass of gray clouds, and one old bore! I do wish she would remain at spoken in a way that cannot be mistaken high glee, and yvhen the writer met him
contrasting strongly with the antiquated young
The
recent election in that State was an on the cars was on his way to Oil Springs
John was too busy with eager ques he can escape; the way is lonely, and the or two stars are blinking through the home.’
B A Y V I E W H O U S E , cut of the farmer’s garments, which at but
and Amy was trembling and Hush sun will be down.
branches of the trees.
And Mrs. Smithers with a deep groan other victory for temperance, as it was to give a number of wealthy trespassers,
home were wont to lie in solemn state in tions,
tor
Republican
principles. I 11 the Gov as lie considers them, ‘particular scissors.’
as she tried io speak calmly, and so
No. There seems indeed little chance
Fast the boy follows, and fast the man adjusts her cap ribbons and goes down
CAM DEN, Mo.
the spare room all the week, only to be ing
ernor elect. General Chamberlain, we He expects to realize some $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 in
his question was'unanswered.— Pretty of escape; the half-lledgod bird just flut runs on, with bis weapon in his hand.
stairs with an artificial smile on her lip:
worn on Sundays. There was little like Josie
was dividing her attention between tering down from its nest has no more Suddenly he hears the joyous whoop—not
‘My dear Mrs. Tedious, this is indeed have a noble exponent of Christian tem old 1 1 0 m the transaction.—H alifax Re
W IIX IA 5 I JO H N STO N , P r o p r ie to r ness in the face—a trille too fair for man
new customer and the strange scene be chance against the keen-eyed hawk, than before, but behind him. He stops and an unexpected treat! Ilow kind of you perance. During our late conflict he was corder.
ly beauty, with its blonde moustache and afore
her,
and
between
anger
and
mortifi
rpH E subscriber solicits a continuance of the public
to
think of me when you have so many much noted for bravery and patriotism a
listens
breathlessly.
Yes,
it
is
so.
lie
the
little
light-hearted
sailor-boy
will
have
JL favor and patronage. This house is well and setting of close brown curls— to the
pushes himself into the thicket, and raises friends to claim your attention! I am so prior to the war he was for scholarly and
widely known to the Traveling public, and no pains bronzed and beardless one, with the few cation she looked in no need of help from against him.
A Hard Shell preacher wound up a
ad to see you ! Now do take off your scientific attainments, while professor in flaming serinou with this magnificent ef
And now they reach the village where his stake when the boy shall pass.
will be spared under tue present management to make locks, spare and gray, beneath the well- rouge as she tossed her head and mutter
Bowdoln College, a position he still holds.
it a first-class Hotel.
ed various uncoiirteoiis remarks iu regard the boy is to alight. He wishes the oth On he comes running lightly, with his things aud stay to lunch.’
fusion
:
WILLIAM JOHNSTON. brushed hat, but the clear blue eye was to ‘that Amy Egbert and her beau.’
One incident related to me yesterday by
And so on, ad Ubitam!
er passengers ’Good evening,’ and runs hands in his pockets. A sound strikes at
Camden, Oct. 19, 1866.
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the same in both, and like those that were
My brethern and sistern, et a man’s
the Hon. Win. E. Dodge, will illustrate
Uncle Abel belt! the hat a while longer lightly down between the scattered houses the same instanton the ears of both; and
‘But
this
is
nothing
more
than
ordinary
closed forever under the sod by the apple quite patiently, but at last despaired of
the Hue character of Maine’s noble gov full of religion, you can’t hnrt him ! There
CHOICE i'lWOFOUTE MUSIC.
orchard on Uncle Abel’s farm, where his the interview being ended. So he cough The man has also got down, and is fol the boy turns buck from the very jaws of civilly,’ says the world. Yes, it is—con ernor. During one of the army’s long was the three Arabian children; they put
lowing.
death to listen. It is the sound of wheels, siderably more. Of course Mrs. Sinith
Home Circle. 2 vols.
’em in a fiery furnace, hetted seven times
dead sister was laid when John was a tiny- ed and then he said:
Instrumental Music for the Piano.
The path lies through the village church and it draws rapidly nearer. Auiancoines ers is not expected to tell Mrs. Tedious night marches, Gen. Chamberlain was hotter than it could be het, and it didn’t
child. It troubled John not a whit to
Silver Chord, l vol.
take this bunnet. Twenty dollars yard; there is evening service, and the up, driving a little gig.
to her face that she is a bore and an in riding in company with the late General swinge a har on their heads. And there
Songs, Ballads, &c. Piano Accompaniment.
be seen with the plain countryman. In is ‘I'll
Rice,
another
brave
Christian
officer.
deal, but Betsy’s worth it, ain’t door is wide open, for it is warm. The
Shower of Pearls, l vol.
‘llillor!’ he says, in a loud, cheerful tolerable nuisance; but where is the
was John the Evangeler; they put him—
spite of bis perfumed hair and well-glov shea good
Choice Duet**, with Piano Accompaniment.
John?’
little midshipman steals up the porch, voice. ‘What, benighted, youngster?’ necessity for all those honeyed phrases Turning to his companion, General and where do 3-011 think, brethern and
ed hand, his heart was true aud real to
Operatic Pearls. J vol.
Oh, is it you, Mr. D-----'?’ says the of delight and flattery with which the Chamberlain said, ‘As we have no op sistern, they put him? Why, they put
Geius from Standard Operas. Piano Acc’mp’t. the good friend of his boyhood, and the
John need not have started so or said looks in and listens. The clergyman has
Gems from German Song. 1 vol.
just risen Irom his knees, in the pulpit, boy; ‘no, I am not benighted ; or at any poor old lady is fairly overwhelmed ? A portunity to retire for prayer, if 3-011 will him in a caladronic of bilin’ ile and biled
Vocal Gems of German Composers. Piano Acc. inquiring glances of his companions gave •Very,’ which wasn’t a sensible answer at
repeat a passage of Scripture, I will offer
all, but Uncle Abel laughed a little to him and is giving out his text. Thirteen rale, I know my way out of the woods.’ falsehood is a falsehood, and nothing less prayer, and viceverm.' Thus did these him all night, and didn’t faze his sh ell!
Gems cf Scottish Song. 1 vol.
him no annoyance whatever. .
Standard Scotch Lyrics. Piano Acc.
self and said, softly: 'Oh, boys will be mouths have passed since the boy was in j The mail drew farther back among the venial, gloss it over as you will.
Aud there was D aniel; they put him in
They
reached
Madame
Rozette's
at
last,
Gems of Sacred Song, l vol.
Mr. Plastic is a ‘miserable sinner,’ too. brave men pass the time as they rode to a lion’s den—and what, my fellow
All Irom the best Composers..
and John lounged in the doorway and boys!’ He was obliged to tell Miss Eg a house of prayer; and a feeling of pleas-!shrubs. ‘Why, bless the boy,’ he hears
along, reciting Scripture and offering
Trice of each Nol. Plain, $2 50; Cloth, $3 00; straightway engaged in the laudable em bert tile direction over twice too, and felt ure induces him to stand still and listen, the farmer say, ‘ to think of our meeting At least so informs the congregation in
travelers
and respected auditories, do
Cloth, gilt, $4 00. Sent post-paid.
‘Are not two sparrows,’ he hears, ‘sold in this way! The parson told tue lie was sonorious accents—blit, nevertheless, he prayer. Maine did a right noble thing
quite uneasy lest it should not arrive at
you think lie was put into a lion's den for?
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Publishers, 277 ployment of finding out the prettiest face bis hotel in time.
don’t believe any such thing. And lie elect such a man as her chief magistrate, Why, for prayin’three times a day. Don’t
for
a
farthing?
and
one
ot
them
shall
not
in
hopes
of
seeing
thee
some
day
this
among
the
girls
iu
attendance.
Josie
Washington Street, Boston.
bullies his clerks, and storms at his wife, and showed her appreciation of the man
For sale by O. S. Andrews.
Mollctt, radiant with smiles—and I think
Outside the door John turned to leave fall to tile ground without your Father, week. I’ll give thee a lift. This is a and scolds the servants, and kicks the dog, md the cause he so well represents by be alarmed, brethern and sistern, I don’t
Oct. 25, 1806.
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think any ol you will ever get into a li
a little artificial bloom, cainc forward'with his uncle, and looked as shy as a girl as But the very hairs of your head are num- lone place to be in this time o’uight.’
without the least sting of conscious! Isn’t giving him such a majority—27,500; 7000 on’s den.”
bered.
Fear
not,
therefore,
ye
are
ol
j
‘Lone?’
says
the
boy,
laughing.
’I
dou’t
D issolution o f Copartnership. her most bewitching glances to wait upon lie said, ‘Its all right. Uncle Abel, You’ve more value than many sparrows.’
he a church member? He rides down in ain over the election for governor in
mind
that;
aud,
if
you
know
tile
way,
its
T^OTICK is hereby given that the partnership lately the old farmer who brought so .attractive found a new bonnet, and 1 ’vcTound a
the cars with the window wide open, al-. 1804. Good for Maine!”
He hears the opening sentences of the as safe as the quarter deck.’
subsisting between EDWARD CUSHING and a person with him ; and, fancying that —a—an old friend !’
D eath of a M ise r .— Howell Rose, the
sermon; and then he remembers his j So he gets into the farmer’s gig, and is though the pale young man at liis side
M ILLIAM JOHNSTON, both of Camden, under the she would show her superior ability by
Uncle Abel he Ml his hand fast, aud look home, aud comes softly out of thq porch, once more out the reach of the pursuer, ties an extra handkerchief round his
N e w S tyle o f B uildin g in P aris .— La old citizen of Coosa, so well known for
firm of CUSHING & JOHNSTON, was dissolved on
the 1st day of Oct, lb*'., by mutual consent. All debts so doing, made up her mind to quiz Un ed a moment, without speaking, in John’s full of a calm and serious pleasure. The But the man knows that the farmer’s throat, and coughs consumptive ever and Partrie has the following: There is at his wealth and for his eccentricities, died
owing to said partnership are to be received by said cle Abel unmercifully. Boor old man! face in a wistful way; then said, looking
clergyman has reminded him of his fa- house is a quarter of a mile nearer than anon. Hasn’t Plastic a right to his own this time in course of construction, as an 'ast week at his log cabin in Coosa county,
Win. Johnston, and all demands on the said partner Lie never was so miserable in his life. In
in tile young man’s eyes, ‘she’s a mother tlier, and his careless heart is filled with the parsonage, and in that quarter of a window? He makes a spittoon of the experiment and possible model, in the Alabama. By hoarding his means for
ship are to be presented to him for payment.
Iloptown he would have had no trouble less girl, John!’
EDWARD CUSHING,
the echoes of his voice and of his prayers, mile there is still a chance of committing silk skirt nearest him, without the slight Quartier de Roule, a house having nine many 3-ears he had been enabled to accuWILLIAM JOHNSTON.
whatever. Miss Crabtree, iu her plain
‘Uncle Abel!’ and John turned angrily
Camden, Oct. 18, 1866.
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thinks on what the clergyman said of the robbeay. He determines still to make est compunction—why can’t women keep stories above the ground floor, and, with mulate a property of nearly $300,000, all
dress aud cap with lavender ribbons, away or would have done so if the de He
their dresses out of the way ? He jostles basement and cellars, altogether eleven of which passes by his death to the use
would have told him at once what to get, taining hand had not left him with a grasp the cure of our Heavenly Father for us; the attempt, and cuts across the wood the little child in the streets and knocks stories. As land in the centre of Paris is of his wife for life. Mr. Rose had, in a
S tr a y e d ,
lie
remembers
bow, when he left home, with such rapid strides that he reaches
and her little gray eyes would not have which sixty years had not weakened.
his lather prayed that he might be pre- the farmer’s gate just as the gig drives up its hat over its blue eyes—why don’t peo of great value, and, consequently, rents former will, left a body of land, embrac
ROM the pastured HENRY JOHNSON, Thom- confused him in the least.
aston June 15th, in Beechwoods, a Heifer Calf,
‘Look here, tny boy, I meant no offense. served IhrouflBevery danger; he does to it.
ple keep children at home ? And he gives very high, the object of this building is ing several thousand acres, to be divided
feaid calf is red, with a small ring of white on both But here was a fine lady with a great
hind feet just above the hoofs, with a little white on circumlerence of black silk trailing out None of my blood turn villians.’ he added not remeiubenmy particular danger that I ‘Well, thank you, farmer,’ says the the wan little beggar who pleads for a to obtain increased space b3’ means of in among his negroes, whom he intended to
proudly,
‘but
you
see
she’s
young
and
the end ol the tail. Whoever will return said heifer,
he has been exposed to, excepting in the midshipman, as he prepares to get down, •penny’ in charge of the next policeman. creased elevation. The house will have manumit. But in consequence of the
along the carpet, a waist no bigger than
or give information, shall be suitably rewarded.
this peculiarity—that it will have no stair violence which be experienced at the
GEORGE BUTLER. a wasp, a head on which the hair seemed purty and forlorn, and, maybe, if you see great storm; but he is grate!ul lie h as' ‘I wish you good night, gentlemen,’ He won’t be bothered with ragged brats
case, but it will be provided with an hy hands of the enemy he changed his will,
too much of her she mightget to tbinkin’
at his heels!
Tbomaston, Oct. 19, 1866.
4w44*
struggling in crimps and curls to get more of you than would be good for her, come home home iu salety, and he hopes says the man, when he passes,
draulic apparatus similar to that in use and committed them to the Freedmen's
Yet
Mr.
Plastic
expects
to
go
to
heaven.
whenever
he
shall
be
iu
danger,
which
he
J
‘
Good
night,
friend,’
the
farmer
replies,
away from shining bands strapped tight aud if you ain’t in earnest I guess it would
‘I say, my boy, its a dark night enough: Well, perhaps lie may; but we wouldn't by builders to raise their materials to up Bureau.
F o r S a le .
ly- around it, and a pair of great dark break her heart.—Shake hands with your supposed he shall be some day he hopes
After the surrender, a body of Yankees
per scaffolds. This apparatus consists of
give
ranch
for
Plastic’s
chance!
that
then
the
providence
ot
God
will
but
I
have
a
mind
to
drive
you
on
to
the
OT of land on Lime Rock street, adjoining land of eyes looking straight at him. While the
Ichabod Howard and William Wilson, containing
old uncle, my boy. I meant no harm;
Miserable sinners!’ Not sinners in two 'urge fiat forms, ascending every went to the old man’s house in search of
damsel held up one style alter another, but I promised Lizza when she was on her watch over him and protect him. And ;parsonage* and hear the rest of this long great
about 13,500 ft. Price $425. Likewise lot ol land on
gold,
and threatened to hang him unless
things
perhaps,
are
a
ll;
but
sm
all'
minute
without
making
any
noise.
Upon
so ho presses onward to the entrance of tale of yours about the sea-serpent.’
Beach street, adjoining land ol F. G. Cook and Wil or tied them oil eoquettishly; Uncle Abel
produced it. The old man eooly told
liam Wilson, coutauing about 22,50011. Price $700. looked at John imploringly, but derived dyin’ bed that I would alius try to give the wood.
The little wheels go ou again. They sins weigh heavily in the balance. Sharp these platforms will be placed seats, so he
Apply to
them
to
hang, and that they would find
words,
prettily
spoken
lies,
false
witness
that
the
lodgers
in
the
honse
will
be
enayou good advice, and the last words a
The man is there before him. He has pass the man; and lie stands still in the
THO’S. FRYE, or no help from him.
most that she spoke, says sho ‘Abel, watch pushed himself into the thicket, and cut road to listen tiil the sound dies away.
against our neighbor, little morsels of bled to reach the highest stories withont his a pretty tough old neck. They hung
S. C. FESSENDEN, Patent Office, Washington, D. C
-Now,
young
woman,
show
me
some
of
him
up
three
times, but produced no con
over my boy.’
selfishness, straws laid on the already in- any fatigue. From this arrangement it
Rockland, Aug. 2, 1666.
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a heavy stake; he sutlers the boy to go
your best bnunits—real good ones. None
Then he flings his stake into the hedge,
‘My dear uncle, I thank you—indeed I on before, and then he comes out, falls aud goes back again. His evil purposes tolerable burden of sinking sufferers, would follow that the upper stories, being fession.
of
your
old-fashioned
poor
things
for
my
No man of the neighborhood was prob.A g e n ts A V a n te d !
do—for all your kindness; but I could into the path, and fallows him. It is too have all been frustrated—the thoughtless averted faces harsh judgements! So the the most airy, commanding the best views
arehivos mount up in the eye of Him and being free frorRill risk of ineonven- abl\- more extensively known than How
light at present for his deed of darkness,
To canvass for the cheapest and the best selling wile.’
Having said this Uncle Abel felt that he not bear to think th;it you should mis- and
boy has baffled him at every turn.
book in the country.
ell Rose.—Montgomery (Ala.) Mail.
‘wbo
seeth
not
as
man
sees.’
lienee
from
lodgers
above,
will
probably
too
near
the
entrance
of
the
wood,
had stated" the case cieVrl7’a’u T should judge me. I knew Amy long ago when
And now the little midshipman is at
H E A D LE Y 'S H IS T O R Y
‘Reader, think of these things, when obtain higher rent than the other aparthave no farther trouble.
her parents were both living, and she had but he knows that shortly the path will
OF T1IE
i S ad C ase .j - J . D. Adams, Jr., for
... x .
, . . nnA
: all that wealth could give her. I loved branch off into two, aud tile right one for home; the joyful meeting has taken place; nextyou ask God to be merciful'to you, a ments.. Thus an entire revolution in
M1Ss
Josie
sailed
about
and
returned
,
.
thun
in
a
quiet
v
v
°
y
,
bllt
r
w a 8 too the boy to take will be dark and lonely.
and
when
they
have
all
admired
his
miserable sinner!—Pkre. Journal.
| house arrangement will be effected. The merly teller in the Pittsfield Bank, and
G r e a t H e t> o llio n .
with a white chip gipsy, trimmed with
. t 0 tell he‘r 80. fW n came reverse
new buildings of the Bank of France who has since figured as a broker in New
But wbat prompts the little midshipman, growth, and decided whom he is like, and
T w o \ o ! i i itir» C o m p l e te i n One*.
blue a shirred green satin with a red rose * d dcath aud in her poverty and pride when not titty yards from the branching measured his highton the window-frame,
An Irish .servant maid, who was left will, it is said, be provided with ascend York, has been arrested in that city for
Hold l*or F iv e D ollars!
Many Agents are making trorn $50 to $100 per week
numerous defalcations. His father, ona
? d , - ?ray SUaW trlmmutl Wlth the girl hid herself from me resolutely of the path, to break into a sudden run ? and seen him eat his supper, they begin handed, placing the knives and forks up- ing stairs such as we have described.
canvassing for this work.
him about bis . adventures, , on the dinner table in the same awkward
scarlet poppies.
Iuntil now. She tried to earn her bread It is not fear—he never dreams of dan to question
of the most respectable citizens of Berk..
,
-----------------—
Sold by Su bscription Only I
ger.
Some
sudden
impulse,
or
some
wild
more
lor
pleasure
ot
hearing
bun
talk
j
Eisliion,
her
master
observed
that
she
had
An
old
woman
at
St.
Louis,
who
went
hire county, alter having become serious
‘Now this will be just what yon want, | by her accomplishments but failed and
Sole and exclusive right* ciren of uncunvalued ter Iain sure; only twenty-five dollars, too ■gladly took this means to do so. Now, wish for home, makes him dash olf sud than any curiosity.
, placed them all left handed. “ Ah, true through the streets picking rags out of ly involved financially by the conduct of
ritory with libera] curoinUsioa*.
For circulars aud terms upplv to or address
—so cheap and so becoming.’
| if I Can wiu her for my wife, I shall bring denly utter his saunter with a whoop and
•I suppose you got down at the cross indeed, sir,” said she, “ and so I have.— the gutters and alleys to sell, was found bis onl3’ son, has from the same cause
FATTEN FITCH,
'Would you be pleased to help me turn dangerously ill and taken to the Hospital been reduced to a state of hopeless in
Uncle Abel confessed afterward that he Mrs. John Dare to see you some fine day a bound.' On he goes, as if naming a roads ?’ says bis elder brother.
Lock Box 1722, No. 233>1 Congress St. near Citya race; the path bunds and the man loses
* Yes, aud through the wood. I should
1the table ?’’
of the Sisters of Charity. Upon undress- sanity.—Springfield Republican.
iclt quite confounded at the price, but d id . this summer—may I Uncle Abel?’
Hall, Portland, M a in e .
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AMERICAN WATCH

American Life Drops!
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L
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Without the aid of railroad interest,
which control* the main railroads ot the
State, we do not think it probable that
this proposed' road or any considerable
part of it can be built. Let the leading
railroad men of the State undertake the
enterprise, and a large amount of local
aid would at once be given. Cities and
towns along the line would lend their aid
fer they would feel assured that they
could do it safely. But it is useless in
our view to undertake the enterprise re
ly i»£ on local energy and local capital

New England thanksgivings are institu
N ew Y o rk Correspondence.
T h e M a in e C olony in P a l e st in e .—
O ur N ew E n g la n d H om es.
Suprem e J u d ic ia l Court fo r K n o x
tions of which he may be proud.
‘Why is there such slow progress in
The American missionary, Mr. II. II. Jes
C ounty.
C entral N e w Y o r k , Oct. 30th, 18GG.
I have spun this out to a greater length
agriculture
here?’
‘Why
do
not
the
young
D ear G a z e t t e :—In my wanderings than I intended. If it is not as interest sup. writing from Beirut, Sept. 3, thus
men
stay
at
home
anddevelope
our
resour
O
ctober T erm —D ickerso n P r e sid in g .
over this, the Empire State, it seems as

quick IVork .—The Press says that on the
20th of September the corner stone of the Port
land Sugar House, erecting by Hon. J. 15. Brown
& Sons was laid. Seven stories are already up
uud in the course ot a few days, should the
weather continue favorable, the eighth story
will be completed and workmen will commence
on the rouf. The building is of brick, built in
tlie most thorough manner, and will be eight
stories high on York street and nine stories in
he rear.
■ | S h i p Corsica, of Thomaston, Havener, at
New York from Liverpool, reports Oct. 19,
Richard Medlaud, seaman, of St. Johns, N. F.
fell from the topsail yard, while renting, over
board and was drowned, 2Uth. lat. 40 03, Ion. 42
to, saw a quantity of wrecked stuff' consisting
of spars, uud rigging attaebed.
V-TT Mr. Denny, editor of the Circleville
Union, Ohio, bas after thirty-four years contin
uous service, sold out. He says that during that
time he wrote 80,000columns for hi* vituuls and
clothes.
Jl33~ John Uough lectured iu New York ou
Wednesday for the pecuniary benefit of Orville
Uardner, tiie converted pugilist.—Orville known
as “awful”—is sick unto death with a tumor ou
the brain and very poor. The proceeds amount
ed to $2,000.
Salt Lake City has offered $2000 reward
for the apprehension of the assassin of Dr. Rob
inson, recently murdered there. The citizens
by private subscription have added $0800 to the
sum. Brigham Young subscribed $500.
The Portland board ot trade has decided
to form a merchants’ exchange company in that
city, with a capital of $100,000 iu $100 shares,
and a site for a building lias been selected, front
ing on Milk and Exchange streets, for which
$20,000 will be paid.
f TP A large number of men of Her Britan
nic Majesty's steamer Aurora are under orders
to hold themselves in readiness to proceed to
the Western lakes, where they will he stationed
for the winter.
The large flour mill at Chado’s Ford, oil
tlie Brandywine, fell ou Friday from tlie pres
sure of lT.OOOhushels of wheat. Two men were
killed, and most of the wheat was washed down
the stream.
J3 T A benevolent Individual has sent a cheek
for $100 to the Superintendent of the State Prison
at Wether .field. Conn., for the purpose of giv
ing, ou lliu 01st of January, "a good roa»t din
ner to all the prisoners, with a whole pie fur
each.”
IJ T A little boy was blown away by the tor
nado from St. Louis, and a reward was offered
for his recovery.

ing as I might wish, I have to attribute it notices the movement:
c e s ? ^ ^ questions asked and answered
though at no point could I fulfil the prom to a lack of interesting matter.
1 We are all distressed at the news of by your correspondent ‘N. S, T .’ If ‘N.
State vs Cyrus L. Benner. Malicious
ise made to yon, of communicating a lew
In travelling so near home, it seems the coining of a colony of Americans S. T.’ has a daughter upon whom he has
stray thoughts that may occur in travel that the same people and manners are to from Maine to settle at Jaffa. The Con cheerfully bestowed his wealth, enabling mischief. Horse shooting. Verdict not
H a t os o f ^ d v o rtis ln ir.
ling the rugged mountains, the meander be found, although often the expressions sul at Jerusalem has written to Mr. Sew her to acquire ati education as perfect as guilty.
One *quare, three insertion!,
One gquare, one week,
ing streams or pleasant valleys of this are very different, and we frequently find ard, to dissuade the deluded people from may be in every particular, with the ad
State vs Franklin C. Richards; store
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varied State.
people who are yet inquiring if the fish such an insane undertaking; but they vantages of our best schools, would he
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00
In starting from New York- city, we that come from Maine are not nlready will not be daunted. Nothing less than be willing that she should become the breaking. Charged with breaking and
Hall column, one year,
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step on board one of the splendid steam salted, and if ’tis true that the sun begins “sacred” soil will satisfy them. They wife ot a farmer who must ‘rake and entering store of Carlton, Norwood &
30 00
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we find palatial balls and sumptuous fare. Maine that is known by many, and that cious, and opposed to them at every step. Would she be willing to put aside French, When evidence for State waslflu tly out,
Halt column, six months,
20 00
One-third column, six months,
Their steamers are said to be the finest is where "the great fire” was—i. e. Port Once outside the Jaffa gardens, the plain drawing and music, and oblige herself to
R esu lt o f the Elections.
former plea withdrawn, aufl plea of
in the world, having four decks with land; while others, a little more intelliS p e c ia l N o tio ei.
e results of last week’s elections, as three hundred staterooms and five hun ge9t, imagine it the capital of Vermont. is frequented by the Bedouin, and they ‘plan and calculate’ to make the year “guilty” made. Sentenced to two years
One square, three weeks or less,
#2
will find the Holy Land too hot for them come round? Upon any farm where it is
Each additional week,
__ .
become more fully known, give in- dred cabin berths. The tablesare not ex You may hear from me at some future in more senses than ouo. It seems sad necessary for a farmer to ‘plan and calcu and four months in State Prison. Howes
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time, from a different locality. Till then, that sober reason could not have reached late,’ to ‘rake and scrape,’ to get a com for State, G. W. French for deft.
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A sail up the Hudson is said to be the good bye.
than 50 cents.
them. I have noticed adrertisenents of fortable living, it is equally necessary that
Obituaries will be charged at 0 cents per line lor ever}- ple dgainst the President’s policy, and in height of romance. It being night, I was
State vs William Orbeton \ common
Yours truly,
E. A. S.
the scheme in the papers from time to his wife should be wilting to do the same,
line in excess of three.
favor of the position of Congress. Mr. not able to judge of the beauties of the
time, but regarded it as a hoax. We now or the comfortable living is not obtained. seller. Verdict not guilty. Ilowes for
S. M. PETTING ILL &CO., No. 37 Tark Row, New .Johnson must be exceedingly blind, if he scenery we beheld, but I could judge
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New
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Election.
State,
Gould and ltiec for deft.
hear that they are coining. May tlie
Now where are the to-be-wives of the
York and No. 6 State Stmkkt, Boston.are our
Lord have mercy on them.
Agents tor the Rockland Gazette, in those cities, and does not now see that the purpose of the something of the height of the mountains
young men that your correspondent
State vs Ellen Crowley; common seller.
N ew Y ork , Nov. 10, 18GG.
are authorized to take Advertisements and Subscrip
whose shadows readied from shore to
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advertisements and subscriptions for this paper, at gree, if he does not now acquiesce in the mountains, we have little to vary the
Fenton’s majority in
monotony. We might, perhaps, likeMathe rates required by U6.
But this “down east” attempt to get fur what they prize more than a rocky farm Fiffd $100 and costs,|and in default there
will of the nation, so fully and unmis- cawber, stand upon the heights and wait Chautauque County, 4IM4 Onego,
551 ther east bids fair to cap the climax.”
a situation iu life that will enable them to
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705 Warren,
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his flock upon a thousand hills.
S r . Louis, N ov. 12.—Three counties in the girls all at the factories, and seeking
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Otis Ingraham vs Almond Bird et als.
We step from the steamer at Albany, Tioga,
EVANS & LINCOLN’S Advertising Agency, 129 nothing less than the Constitutional
1187 Albany,
195 this State give an ollicial and reported situation in offices and commercial estab
Washington Street, Boston, and 119 Nassau Street, Amendment proposed by Congress shall and stand upon the land that is famous Monroe,
1704 Rensellaer,
2000 radical majority of 1-1,500. The counties lishments, rather than return to the larm Claim for damages by assault. Now on
New York, are our Agents to receive Advertisements
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to
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be accepted as that "guaranty for the fu as having been trod by the descendants Oneida,
and subscriptions.
1279 Chenango,
1585 to hear from will probably increase it to from school ? Because there is no society trial.
Gould for deft,
at home for them.
ture” which must precede the readmis of Dutch kings, dukes and lords. Here
Hoffman’s majority in Greene County, between 20,000 and 25,000.
lived tlie Van Twiller’s, the Van Rensel- 310;
The
educated
laborers
have
given
place
Ulster, 3GG; Westchester from 1000,
The R a ilro a d .
sion of Senators and Representatives laer’s and Knickerbocker's, and thousand
A Heart’s Content correspondent of tlie to those of foreign birth. And who blames
How F ar the W heels T ravel — A
Now that a more general and practical from the late Rebel States. Mr. Johnson of others. Here Rip Vail Winkle took to 1100. Hoffman has carried but fifteen Boston Journal says:—“ What amuses the
American girls for not staying at correspondent of tlie Traveler, who re
counties
out of the sixty in this State,
public interest in the subject has been may as well make up his mind to this his hundred year nap, andas we stand up and excepting in New York and Kings one at first in these houses is the inevita home to learn tlie mysterious art of ‘plan
cently came to Bangor in the steamer Kaawakened than ever before, wc hope that and the South may as well make up its on the highest eminence, we view on each Counties the democrats lose heavily since ble baby or tlie twins in arms. There is a ning and calculating’ lor a small farmer’s
side of the Hudson, liensellaer and Al
baby in every house and cords of little wife, when there is no intelligent young tahdin, writes about Engineer Hathorn’s
the project of a railroad from this city to mind to it. The President may do some bany counties, a distance of twelve miles 1864.
children
everywhere.
But
ail
the
babies
men in the vicinity of iter home studying familiar “Indicator” thus:
By careful computation of the returns.
Wiscasset will not be allowed to slumber, thing to save his character and fame, as each way, which is the scene of all the
Governor Fenton’s combined majority is are of the same age. To be sure, as tlie the profession of a small farmer, who
By an ingeniously arranged indicator
young lady remarked, ‘babies are always might become her husband?
but that immediate and active steps will a man and a magistrate, by acquiescing Anti Rent troubles that have occurred in estimated at 15,690.
attached to the valve-rod ot the engine,
in season,’ but did seem strange that they
The truth is, the young men have gone the exact number of revolutions made by
be taken to carry it into effect. We are in the will of the people whose represen this State lor twenty years.
The congressional delegation will now should
Here, in this twenty-four miles of ter stand:
all
be
born
about
the
same
time
at
after the young women, and the young
19 regularly nominated republi
convinced that this road can be built, and tative lie is (or should be,) and adopting ritory, Stephen Van liensellaer settled.
Heart’s Content. The life of the fisher women have gone after the young men, the paddle wheels on tlie trip from Boston
without loss or sacrifice to anybody, i1, the principles of the Constitutional The terrritory was granted and organized cans and 1 “ radical” elected by democrats man may possibly account for this ‘infant nutil the country has become destitute ol to Bangor is registered with unfailing ac
curacy. A series of six small wheels, on
2
“conservatives”
and
9
democrats.
The
phenomenon.’ At the same season, for Doili, who have energy to develope our the disc of each of which is cut the ten
the people will take hold of it. It will be Amendment as the basis of his policy. into a manor by the crown of England, Assembly will stand S3 to -15.
anterior to the first settlement of the
instance, all the boys and nearly all tin1 resources.
digits, are arranged parallel to each oth
much cheaper to build the road now, than There is yet room for him to put bimsell country,
and was peopled under that or
able-bodied men are at Labrador. They
A house was rented ill Minnesota “ till
means must be devised to make er, just beneath the clock dial. The wheel
to wait another five or ten years. If wc in harmony with Congress on this point ganization with manor, lord and vassal,
F R O M E U R O P E . are absent all summer. They return in tlieSome
farm home attractive to both young lor the “ units,” set with “cipher” visible cold weuther,” and during the late cold snap the
occupier
received notice to quit, lie refused—
the
fall,
and
this
annual
crop
of
juveniles,
according
to
the
custom,
as
it
existed
in
build it now, we enter upon a career of and to render his country some good ser
men and young woman ; for one cannot at tlie commencement of each trip'(as went to court,
Ill / A tla n tic T ele g ra p h ,
and the court decided that cold
as Tony Weller remarked, ‘is the cou.se- be kept on the farm without tile other
greatly increased growth, activity and vice in the work of permanent construc Englaud previous to that time, and was
are each of tlie others) at the first revo weather dues not come till the first of Decem
styled Rensellaerwick. The proprietor
Cor. N . E. Farmer. lution of tlie engine discloses figure “ 1,” ber.
L ondon. N ov. 11.—News has been re kense of that ere inanceuver.’”
business prosperity. If we wait five or tion ; but his past course affords us little made deeds of conveyances of the land
ceived of the arrival of the barque Nellie
and so on to “ cipher” again, which of 1 3 ” The following anecdote we find credited
ten years, we place ourselves just so much ground for hope that he will do anything and styled himself therein “ the lord and Chapin at Jaffa, from Jon.sport. Me.,
Color I ndicative of G entleness.—it
W uy B ees Work in tiie Dark — A life course indicates ten revolutions, when to a Western paper, yet it bears marks of an
behind the times, we lose the opportuni so wise and so much in accordance with proprietor ot the Manor of Rensellaer with 150 Americans, to colonize in Pales is asserted that the reason why circus time might lie spent in investigating tile tlie next wheel winch is “tens,” receives English origin. A farmer came to town to pay
his rent, drawing a very long face lo correspond
managers select parti-colored horses i.- mysteries bidden iu a bee hive, and still ill impulse revealing “ 1” iu place of that to
ties of all those years, and all the increase his duty to the country as tliis. If he wick.” lie taught his dependants and tine.
the times. On entering Ids landlord's hou*e,
nut their fancy color, but because it indi iialfof the secrets would be undiscovered,
followers to call him “ the Patron.” He
told him that money was so scarce, lie must
of wealth, population and business which should, however, see the lolly and the settled in liensellaer county and built a The United States steamer Tieondero- cates gentleness and tractability, and that file formation of tlie cell bas long been a cipher, and so on till the whole number he
have some reduction, and dashing a bundle of
ga left Jaffa on the 29th nit. for Malta.
of tens, hundreds, thousands, &c., are bills
they will bring if this railroad enterprise wickedness ot longer resisting the intelli fine mansion, which lie styled the Manor
on the table said: "There, that is all I can
the
animals
will
submit
to
training
bet
celebrated problem for file mathematician, registered.
The American brig Luba was boarded
piy." The money was taken up and counted
than horses of one color. A little whilst tlie changes which the honey un
is promptly carried out.
gent will of the people, the country is House. He seldom sold his lands, but by pirates on the coast of China (no date) ter
The value of this arrangement is found by M r.------- , the landlord, who said: "Why,
thought
and
observation
upon
this
sub
rented them out to his tenants. The rent,
dergoes offer at least an equal interest to
tins is twice as much as you owe.” "Dang’ee,
Are we willing to put ourselves so far yet ready to support him in doing right. was payable tlie first day of the first and the captain and two mates hilled and ject will enable any farmer to settle tin- the chemist. Every one knows what in the tact that the engineer and his assist give
it to me again,” said the farmer, “ 1 am
several wounded.
ants, by keeping a “ log” of each trip,
behind our sister cities in the honorable
Notwithstanding the great, corrupt and month in the year, and was required to
The United States company has got the question iu his own mind. Perhaps there honey fresh from the comb is like. It is which they are required to do, are able to dashed if I bain’t took it out of tlie wrong pock
race for growth, enterprise and prosperi fraudulent majority obtaiued by the Dem lie paid in grain, poultry or whatever of consent of the Emperor of China to lay is more than appears at first view iu the a clear yellow syrup, without a trace ot tell with nearly pertect precision, under et!”
A Special despatch from Washington says
ty? Shall we see other localities making ocrats in New York City, the State has farm products, at the Manor House. Ste a cable from the Western Unior. Exten common expression, “a fiery black horse.” solid sugar in it. Upon straining, how all ordinary circumstances, how man} the President
laid before tlie Cabinet on Satur
Is it not because black indicates a fiery ever, it gradually assumes a crystalline
phen was an indulgent old fellow, and,
more vigorons improvement of their ad re-elected Governor Fenton, and set its liter awhile, the grain, pigs, &c., were sion Company’s lines on tiie north to temper? Independent of color, we would appearance—it candies, as the saying is, revolutions of the engine are requisite, day portions of the forthcoming message in
Shanghae.
for instance, to reach Rockland or any which lie reccommends vigorous measures to
vantages, and drawing off from us onr seal of condemnation upon the President’s carried to market and his rent was left to
look
in
the
countenance
ot
a
horse
to
see
and
ultimately
becomes
a
solid
lump
ol
A fearful typhoon had occurred between
other landing from Boston. In thick expidite the evacuation of Mexico by both the
young men, and our capital in money and policy by a majority of not less than 16,- lie paid another day. 11c never complain Japan and Shanghae. No disisters to whether lie would bear training. In some sugar. It has not been suspected that weather, this forms a sort of basis for cal French and Maximilian, should it appear to Gen.
animals there is a general appearance ol
ed, and so it passed on until Stephen Jr.
change was due to a photographic ac culating how far along the vessel has Sherman that they do not intend lu leave soon.
individual talent and energy, because )00, so that outside of the city the Repub came into possession; but be thought shipping, however, have been reported. an ugly disposition. A face broad and this
tion; that the same agent which alters gone on her journey towards an invisible
The Charleston Xeics complains that’
The French Admiral was awaiting the
We lack a proper spirit of public enter lican majority in New York is considera more of smoking his pipe and drinking
there is a score of billiard saloons and up"
arrival of his squadron at Shanghae in lull between the eyes indicates good sense, the molecular arrangement of the iodine port or headland. It may be of interest while
which is one of the most important tilings of silver on the excited collodion plate, to know that the engine makes about 17,- wards of a hundred coflee houses iu Charleston
prise? Our people will say, •‘No.” It bly above 00,000. If it is any consola his beer than of collecting his rents, and order to proceed to Corea.
and determines the formation of camphor 009 turns on an average each entire trip, there is not oue theatre.
It was proposed at Sydney, Australia, iu a horse.
they mean “No,’"let them take hold and tion to the President to know that for his consequently, they were left unpaid. He
X-JT The Catholics of Watervillc have present
finally died, and the tenants having in
and iodine crystals in a bottle, causes tbe ind about 12,009 from Boston to Rock
build this railroad.
majority in the city and county of New herited their farms from their fathers who to levy a duty of one shilling an ounce on
ed their pastor with 4400 for the purchase of a
A Misunderstanding.—As a steam syrup honey to assume a crystalline form, land.
gold exports. The crops were rot extra
horse, to replace a valuable oue lost by accident.
Let the enterprise be organized. Let York he is entirely indebted to criminals, had not paid rent in forty years, could ordinarily good on the island. Of some boat was about to start from Cincinnati, finis, however, is the case. M. Sclieibler
one day, a young man came on board,
X T ' The Richmond Whig is spitefully exul
the scheme be planned and submitted to gamblers, grog shop votaries, and all the not see the propriety of tlie claim put articles only half of last year’s ciops were leading a blushing damsel by the hand, lias inclosed honey in stoppered flasks,
The Age says Capt. E. W. Pendle tant
over the fact that Dutch Gup, which was
forth (by those who, as heirs, had come
some of which lie has kept in perleet
the people. What will be the cost of this vilest ol the vile, he is sincerely welcome into possession of the Van Rensellaer expected.
by Butler to aid in the reduction of Rich
P a r is , Nov. 11.—News has been receiv and apprachiug tiie polite clerk, said iu darkness, whilst others have been ex ton of Searsport, while passing through dug
mond, is now of great benefit to the commerce
road, in running order? What amount to it.
property) for rent, as agreed upon be ed in ollicial quarters that an insurrection a suppresed voice:
posed to the light. The invariable re the passage leading to the American of
that
city.
“ Isay me and my wife has just got sults have been that the sunned portion
The results of the elections in respect tween their fathers and old Stephen Van lias broken out at Barcelona against Marof paid-in stock will be necessary to es
married, and I’m looking for accommoda rapidly crystallizes, whilst that kept in House stable, in Belfast, iu the dark, on | X T The Aye says that 3Ir. Hiram E. Piereo
tablish the road on a secure basis and en to the choice of Representatives to Con Rensellaer, and having held their farms riez’s government.
tor thirty or forty years, or having bought
the dark has remained perfectly liquid. Monday evening, was struck on the back of Belfast is preparing the way for extensive
Q ueenstown, N ov. 11.—Tbs Anchor tions.”
able it to meet its liabilities, and make it.- gress are very satisfactory, showing a them of responsible parties, thought their Line’s
“ Looking for a berth?” hastily inqtiir- We now see why bees are so careful to part of the head from behind with a brick, manufacturing operations on the east side of tlie
steamship Iowa, from New York,
He lias built a stone wharf, and laid the
stock secure? Let us have estimates ol considerable gain over the great majority title to them must lie good, but the courts Oct. 27, touched here last nigtt, on the polite clerk, as lie passed tickets to an work in perfect darkness, and why they or some other instrument, and knocked river.
foundation for a dam across the mouth of tbo
other passenger.
are so careful to obscure the glass win
Goose river.
the cost of the road, and of its probable in the present Congress. The following have decided that the holders of the land way to Liverpool.
down,
receiving
a
severe
wound.
It
is
j
“
A
birth!
thunder
and
lightning
no!’
dows which are sometimes placed in their
had an imperlect title, and in fact, those
L ondon, Nov. 12.—The London Times
earnings, from men who have investi table is based upon the latest returns:
that had inherited them had no title, while of tliis morning says that, considering gasped the astonished man; “ we hain’t hives. The existence of their young de not known by whom it was done, but it XTT A woman with her child in her arms,
40lh Congress. 39lh Congrc
from a traiu of ears on Wednesday
gated railroad matters, or have had prac
Ad. Rep.
those that had purchased their farms and Hie difficult position of the President of but just got married—we only want a pends on the liquidity of the saccharine is surmised, by some sailor in retaliation jumped
Rep.
near Waterloo, Ind., the train going at
tood presented to them, and if light were for some cruel treatment. Pendleton, it night,
bad deeds ol them, found there was in the United States and his efforts to pre- place to stay all night, you know.”
tical knowledge of their construction and Delaware,
the rate of 15 miles per hour, yet did not re
Illinois,
allowed access to this the syrup would
rhe deeds a reservation reading thus, vent the invasion of British territory in
ceive the slightest injury. She had passed the
management. If this road were built, Indiana,
A golden rule for a young lady is, to gradually acquire a more or less solid will be reccollected, was some years ago station where she wished to stop.
Iowa,
“subject to Stephen Van Rensellaer s North America'', it would see with satisreal estate in Rockland would rise, busi
converse always with your temalc friends consistency; it would seal up the cells, tried in] San Francisco for causing the
rents.”
They
had
always
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the amendment to the Constitution, after the British commander in suppressing gustus C. llamliu. Boston: Lee & Shepard.
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ALLEN’S LUNG o n e » r d ,--------- , P o r t s m o u t h ; b a r k P a t h f i n d e r . S t a - d ,
D R . B IO K -N E L L ’S S Y R U P 1
of a rustic, flushed face, she hud a soft, ruby,com
those of them who lived through the war,
fusion. Uth, scha Thomas llix, Hall, N York; Ned
H. C. IIAJUL,
ion, of almost marole smoothness; and instcr
THE GilEAT
they were either too old to learn trades,
SPINNING M’lIEELS, and Cotton and l O O J L . a 4 . l i e s ’ O l o a k s s ,
muter, Lord, N York; R Runtuol, Jr, Ames, Bostou.
orb, sell John Adams, Staples, Bostou; brig 11 Leads,
Wool Cards, can he found at
or had hit upon what they believed to be C H O L E R A
filestore formerly occupied by SA3PL BRY O 45tf
R E M E D Y , 22, slit? really appeared but 17. .She told them pi
Yhitinore. Bostou; schs Concordia, Spear, Boston: VTANT,
J. P. WISE’S.
I . K S S T ll A X
CO s r .
Esq., has on hand a full supply of
an easier way to get a living. A great Also, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus, Summer he used Hagan's Magnolia Balm, and would in
►rogon. Miller, Boston; Alary Hall, Poland, Boston;
.ucy Jane, Nash, Boston: Planet, Dermot, Boston;
many of them became speculators in va <omphunt, Tain or Cramp in stomach or bowels, Sick vithout it. Any lady can improve her persona
PRUIT
.JARS.
Kline’s
l’atent
Fruit A variety of CLOTHS FOR LADIES’
.Vponset,
Snow,
Salem;
Granville.
Morton,
Boston;
rious commodities, and thus help to in -1! »r sour stomach, Painters’ Cholic, &<*., and is warrant pearanee very much by using this article. It cxi
C
O
R
N
,
U
Jars,
all
glass,
can
be
found
at
•amilus. Piilsbury, Viiialhavcii; Hudson. Post. Bol toiTiti: or no pay. Is purely vegetable, without a rdered of any druggist fur only 50 cents,
CLOAKS, anil for -Men and Roys' wear.
45tf
J. P. WISE’S.
crease the prices of living, instead of con eparticle
j i i ; .Martha .Sargent, Glover, Boston; Eagle, Thornof opiate or uarcoiic. Highly aromatic
ike, N York; Oregon, Gott, N York; olive Averv,
tributing to the means of the country for pleasant to the taste, mild, but sure in its effects, a r a lo g a S p riu g W a te r , sold by all Drug:
W . I . G oods, P ro v isio n s a n d
Vilson, -------; Bell Creole, .Mills, ------- ; 8nrnh,
TO 27LJESSE'S S I I . K S ,
warms
and
strengthens
the
system,
acts
like
a
charm,
VTEW
INVENTION
for
sprinkling
suit.
purchasing.
----- , Newburyport; .Sea Serpent, Calderwood, Itosaffording almost immediate relief, and a taste of the
fitted for the castor. Call and examine, at
m ; Charlotte Ann, Chandler, Co-ton; Panama,
But though we believe that the war is article
G ro c e rie s,
will satisfy the most incredulous of these facts.
J.l*. WISE’S.
DRESS
GOODS IX GREAT VARIETY,
now,
Weymouth;
Post
Boy.
Andrews,
Gardiner.
in this way responsible in part for the Isold by all dealers in medicine. 1'lease send for cir
1th, schs Gen Washington, Miller, Boston: Amelia,
cular and try it. Prepared only bv EDWARD SUT
liich he is selling at low prices fur CASH.
present scarcity ol skilled labor, we look TON,
ik-ms, Portsmouth; Alerchaut, Stover, Blue-hill:
\ P RINGING MACHINES. The cole
Providence, R. 1. DE3IAS BARNES &. ( (>., of
S
h
e
e
tin
g s, B leach q d a n d B ro w n ,
alhariite Jane, iiarriman,-------.
Particular attention paid to fitting out vessels.
V V brated Empire and Whitney machines, at
with no little anxiety upon the growing New York, and GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., of Bos
N. B. Country produce bought and sold.
Heimstreet’s inimitable Hair Coloring has beer
Gcn’l Agents.
disinclination of our boys to perform ton.
R. C. HALL.
For sale in Rockland, bv C. P. FESSENDEN S. K steadily growing in favor for over twenty years. Ii
WHITE
AND
COLORED FLANNELS
b
a
ile
d
.
M a in S tr e e t o p p o s ite f o o t o f P le a s a n t S tr e e t.
manual labor and to spend tile necessary BENSON, DR. F. G. COOK, and L. 31. ROBBINS,
4 1’ 1‘ LE PA H ERS, The
J Lightning and Tu
SIIIUT ELANXELS very low.
Rockland, 3jov. 1,1859.
4w46
acts upon the absorbents at the roots of thee hair,am
Nov 8th, sells Utica, Thorndike. Portland; Pearl,
6in27
time to learn trades, it a man wants one Druggists.
rA Table Parers,at
buyer,
Danvers;
‘Nautilus,
1’illabury,
Vinalhaveii.
changes it to its original color by degrees. All in
J. P. WISE’S
boy to tend an office or store he is over
tb. sehs Trader,-------, Portland: KisingSun,-------,
A good show of
AbLG OCK ’S PO R O U S PL A ST E R S.
W a n te d , H a k e S o u n d s.
stantaneous dyes deaden and iujbre the hair. Heim
.ddisou. loth, schs Lucy Ames, Flanders, N York ;
run with applicants; but he will find it
W H IS K E S tS
WHOOPING-COUGH CURED.
Bracket, Achorn, N York; 8 C Loud, Hall, N York;
street’s is n o t a d y e , but is certain in its results, pro
quite difficult perhaps to find such a boy
Cayuga, Hinds County, 31iss.
I>r. L. O. 3Io.;ti:/.’ C o r •a lia , the Teatest stimulat 8 S Lewis, Iirackley. N York: .Messachuse ts, Kenniskindled, round und squat
motes
its
growth,
and
is
a
beautiful
I I a ir D r e s s in g .
3 A IS ® H 3»
as lie wants to learn a trade. The boys T. Allcock & Co.—Gentlemen:—Please send me
or .Mustaches t«.
Bostou; Concord,-------, Portsmouth; Juno,
r in the world, will force
50 cents and $i. 00. Sold by all dealers.
Rockland, Sept. 20, 1866.
lw4o*
never known t<
row on the smoothest t:i
—, >alcm; Minnie Cobb, Ingraham, Norwich;
make a great mistake in this. We should another six dozen of your Porous Plasters. They are SPrice
At the lowest possible pr
y Lanirdon, Hix. N York; Nautilus, Pillsburv, .\
ail; sample f
a
ra
to
g
a
Sp
rin
g
W
a
tor,
sold
by
all
Druggists
like to say to every lad who is dependent in gn at demand here lor Whooping-cough. They act
its. Address, Ueevi
V’rk: Hudson, Post, Boston; N Turbox, Pendleton. H o r s e S h o e s a n d H o r s e N a ils
J. 1*. WISE’S.
Richmond; Alurietta, Hall, Baltimore; L Guptill,
i St., N. Y.
upon his own exertions: Learn a trade to like a charm. 1 could have sold two dozen this week
G ilt Oaixd C u rtaim
H a-H c B lin d i, Bat"
Kennedy,------ ; N'eponset, Snow, Salem.
A T the2ltfBrook.
II. ir. CRIE.
4 XES. a x e s :
do something, and learn to do it thorough if I had had them. Send as soon as possible, and
irs, Kelley’s and
tin g , F r a llic rs : gratS ex, k c * i S e e ,
n T cC F F E T C I I E R ,
lA Mallet’s Axes, at
ly : lei the subject ol' present wages be a oblige,
Yours respectfully,
[From our Correspondent.]
J. I \ WISE’S.
r
J
All that are looking for good bargains, will be sure
secondary consideration; by learning to
JOHN I. WILLIAMS, P. M.
S O U T H DEER I S L E .
D ru g g is t & A p o th e c a ry ,
o lind them at
do something you will secure work and
ASTHMA CURED.
O U SE K E E P E R ! I You
I.yon's Extract of P ure J amaica Ginger—for
Ar Oct 23th, schs Sarah Elwell, Gott, Gloucester:
of those EGG BEATERS and CL( )T!1 ES
GITOSITE h a y v ie w h o u s e ,
good wages in the future; you will never 3Ir. Win. May, of 245 Spring Street, New York, Indigestion, Nausea, Heartburn, Sick lleadaclie,
Brown, Sylvester, coastwise; Governor, Dunbar,
.lio. a K e r r y B l o c k .
SPRINKLERS, which are tor sale bv
oucester. 2Uth. schs Abby Yale, <'unary. Cape Poiregret it; you will always feel that you writes, Jan. 1, 1S56: I have been afflicted with asthma Cholera Morbbs, Ac., where a warming, genial stimu
45tf
' J. P. WISE.
Rockland, Oet. 26,1SG6.
3ml5
ise: Hannibal, Hardv, shore fishing. 3uth,.schOrahave a place in the world, and. though for upwards ol fen years, receiving no benefit from lant is required. Its careful preparation ami entire February, 14,16GC. C A M D E N , Me.
ska, Knight, Bay Chaleur. 3U5 bbls mackerel, tinlast of the D«-er Isie fleet. Nov 2d, schs Volant, Tori; l o tr s if t e r s :
hlo< f) and EARNyou may not always work at your trace, medical men. I was advised by a friend to try one o: purity make it a cheap and reliable article for culinary
Cape Porpoise; London, Saddler, Boston. 5th.
I 1 S TAN’S Flour Sitters cau be for. i l at
you will have something to fall back upon Allcock’s Porous Plasters. J said, 1 had tried several purposes. .Sold everywhere, at 50 cents per bottle.
FAIRBANKS’
E V E R Y WOMAN
Sharpshooter, Holbrook, Swan’s Isle; Lion,
I5tt
J. P. WISE’S.
s iouId you be uiilortunate in business.— kinds of plasters without any benefit, and supposed nii I-a log n Spring; W n «er, sold by all Druggists.
Thompson, Bluehili.
I n the L a n d
(
Id
(»ct
29th,
sells
Hannibal,
Hardy,coastwise;
Mi
IM
IOSE C E L E B R A T E D S i OVES. Those
We know of no more pitiful case than that they were all alike. 3Iy friend gave me one of All
PREMIUM STANDARD
Should read and remember these important factsaboti
1 celebrated .MAGIC COOK and ’ARLOR Stoves
ni
M
Warren,
Warren.
Bangor;*
Ellen
Forester,
of a man who lakes upon himself the re cocks, and urged me to use it. I did so, and have now THU GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
at
Warren, Pickering, Bangor:
D R . D O D D ’3 N E R V IN E ,
45tf
J. P. WISE’S.
rence, Thurston, Freinout.
them steadily for nine months, and lind myself
sponsibility of a family without knowing
AND IN VIUORATOR.
n, Sylvester, Bangor. 5th, sch G ernor, DunPROTECTED 11Y ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
how to do something that will always se better than I have been for many years. Agency,
S C A L iE S ,
A m o n g 'M e d ic in e s s i t is H o m a n 's R e s t F r i e n d
SH E E T IR O N , and COPPER WORK,
fusion. (Jib, sell Lion, Thompson iaugor. The
cure him employment, lie builds his Brandreth House, New York. Sold by Druggists.
T'.ion
here the 30th was quite severe Sch Island
SIR JAMES CLARKE’S
Leucorhea (or Whites), Amenorrhea (suppression)
J. P. WISE’S.
Queen went ashore, but was taken off i
45tf
jyjA D E of the best materials
4w4G
house ou the sand ; bat-the man who has Oct. 31, 18GG.
hea
(painful
norrliagu
(flowing),
1
>
.
celebrated fem a le
p il l s .
at damage. Sch Oranaska went ashore, heeled
truation). Dyspepsia, >ick 11 tdaelie, dragging dowi
a trood trade builds upon a solid founda
had to he discharged, but was got oil' next tide
MENTS under the supervision of
P r e p a r e d f r o m a p r e s c r i p t i o n o f S i r J . C la r k e , .If. D .
ensations, loss of strength, icntal depression, con- jwn.
DK! T. I i . TAYLOR,
___- - . - v - '
ilhout much damage.
tion.
P h y s i c i a n E x t r a o r d i n a r y to t h e Q u e e n .
tipated bowels, sleeplessness irritability, and the in-

S to v e s!

Traveller’s tame Coiiipauy,

D R Y G O O D S!

P o etuv PiEOmniTKD.—T h e

(Mass) Courier publishes the
notice to its correspondents:
“ Don't send us any more
Autumn.’ Our forest domes,
vhosi

No. 17 IIanovki: Street, Boston, lias, for 20 years,
in addition to his general family practice, given special
B irk sliire attention to the treatment oi ull Diseases ol tin
Blood, Urinary and Reproductive Organs, and all
following complaints
peculiar to women. Good accommoda
tions pro\ id. d lor patients who prefer to remain in tln‘Lines to citv during treatment.
Oct. 25, 1806.
3ui37

"lit
r wrought,

are before the people, and no upholstery
of jingling slip-shod rhyme can add a jot
to their splendors. Words cannot picture
a scene so lair; soassuage, allay the affla
tus by taking in house-cleaning, or in
laying stone wall. Since Holmes wrote,
“ ‘Ami A ltunin folds her jewelled arms
Arouuu the dying year,

nothing has been added to Fall verse.'’

S E T H E . B E JV $O J% %
A PO 1H E C A R Y ,
JA C o rn er M a in and P o r k S ir
.*5 l'EAR BLOCK, ROCKLAND, MAINE.
January 14, 1805.
3tf
ffjg - .

This invaluable medicine is unfailing in the cure of
all those painful and dangerous diseases io which the
lemule constitution is subject. It moderates all ex
cess and removes all obstructions, from whatever cause,
and u speedy cure may be relied oil.
TO M A R R IE D L A D IE S
it Is particularly suited. It will, in a short time,bring
i the monthly period with regularity.
C A U T IO N .
T h e s e P i l l s s h o u ld n o t he ta k e n b y F e m a le * d u r i n g
t h e F I R S T T H R E E M O N T H S o f P r e g n a n c y , a s th e y
• ir e s u r e to b r i n g o n M i s c a r r i a g e , b u t a t a n y o th e r
t i m e th e y a r e s a fe .

In all cases of Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pains
in the Back and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion,
j Palpitation of the Heart, Hysterics and Whiter, these
Pills will effect a cure when all other means have fail
W H E S K E Z IS ! W H I S K E R S !
ed; and although a powerful remedy, do not contain
Do you want Whiskers or Moustaches? Our Gre- iron, calomel, antimony, or anything liurttuf to the
ian Compound will force them to grow ou the smooth- constitution.
Full directions in the pamphlet around eacfli pack
't face or chin, or hair on bald heads, in .Six Weeks,
'rite, $ 1.00—3 packages for $ 2 .00. Sent by mail any age, which should be carelully preserved.
Sold ry all Druggists. P rice, One Doll aeper
where, closely sealed, on receipt of price.
Bottle.
Address, WARNER 6c CO., Box 138, Brooklyn, N.

A S ig n if ic a n t A it o i n t .mf. n t .— Gegeral
Sheridan lias assigned General .1, A.
Ivl7
Mower to the command ol' the military April 15, 1855.
district of Louisiana. General Mower is
known to the public not only from his
H U N N E W E L L ’S
gallant service during the war, but as one E C L E C T IC
The claims for this valued
of the officers appointed to investigate
r> w j j ..
F a m ily F ill are beyond thut
J i L L .i .
| of any other in use. A test of
the causes of the massacre at New Orthem
will not only prove this,
icans, and one of the signers of the re
butjthe greater error oi G rip in g , which has hereto
port which has been so obnoxious to the fore
been ca.led < Inii aclt-r. The E C L E C T K
President and his supporters.
1*11.L.S never require over tir o , ar.d seldom but o n e

S P E C IA L N O T IC E .

iiiuierable symptoms of low v ality and disturbed cir
illation—are c a r e d by this < ctraordinary medicine,
orth more as an I n v i g 
o r a t i n g T o n i c , than any amount of Alcoholic Bitters,
which are always attended by re-action and depres-

D IS A S T E R S .

Brig George E Prescott, Mills, lrom Bangor for New
ork, with lumber, was ashore near Mackerel Cove,
below Newport, on Monday afternoon. The U S revme
cutter Miami has gone to her assistance.
D O D D ’S N K U V I N R .
Brig Susan Duncan, of Brewer, Ale, Parker, from
equalizes the circulation of the Nervous Fluid, pro
motes tin* free circulation of the blood—aids digestion Bangor for Essex, Conn, with a cargo of lumber, went
•bore ou the rocks near New London Lighthouse on
—cures costiveuess—regulates the bowels, and restore.the vital organs to their natural activity. I t c o n ta in * in day evening.
No Oimi.'M*or other poisonous drug, and as an Invigorator will make strong and healthy the weakest sysD O M E S T IC F O R T S .
RICHMOND, Va—Sid 'Jth, sells Justina, Gregory
ration tc
No woman should <’«•
o-ton;
Catawamteak,
Jameson, New Bedford.
L
*d
Dodd’s
.
health until she has thoi
M >BILE—Ar Nov Ctli, sch Bedabedec, Greenfield,
All Druggists -«-ll it. P ice $ 1.00.
ockland.
11. B. 6TC l;l'.it vSt CO., Proprietors,
DARIEN,
Ga—Ar
Nov
2d, sch Emma THart, Hart,
ly27
^5 l'ulton Street, New York.
St George, 3I«*
NEWPORT—Sid 12th, schs 3rary 3Iaukin, Dill,
3XA > iO N i( : M K K T J N G H ,
from Boston for Chariest u: Helen, Carroll, Hu.-1port
lordo; George W lialdw i, Long, Gloucester lbr^’
MASONIC HALL.
York; Joseplnne, Turner, Dennis for dr*; llanmbal,
for Bangor; Nellie Tarbox, Pendleton, Ri
and lor Richmond, Yu; Lucy Ames, Flanders,
Nautilus, Jame.-on, do lor New York.
Stated Conclaves. 1 st Monday of each month.
DU. C. N. GER3IAINK, E . C .
F O R E IG N F O R T S .
W. J. BOND, R e c o r d e r .
Ar at Antwerp, 26th ult, Alice Thorndike. Car
KING SOLOMON’S CHAPTER OF ROYAL ARCH Callao.
.MASONS.
Stated Convocations, Thursday after the full moon.
W. if. WASHBURN, 11. P .
C. R. .MALLARD, S e c r e t a r y .

J D K K E D

J ev v d iy & Silver W are

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

T

W

e

la z rv e

MOST HOPELESS CASES

•bottle;
wasby

W AREHOUSE,
118 MILK STREET, BOSTON, 3IASS.
F A 3 R M X K S , B K O W 1 V & C O .,
Agents fur sale ot

th is

N»n*M Gii! H ernia lor-i.
For sale in Rockland by WALTER J. WOOD.
Oct. 25, I860.
Sw45

Commission Merchants,

(x R E

10S SMITH'S WHARF,

c la y ,

2S7ovember 1.0 tlx,

T H f o u Sc M c F a rla n d * !* S a fe * ,—W h i t e 's P a 
t e n t M o n e y D r a w e r * ,—a n t i C r e a -

------ A N D ------

« lf

B a ltim o r e ,

T

M a r y la n d .

HAYWARD'S RUBBERS.

Reduced the prices of our entire stock of FURNI
TURE, ami now offer them at very *low rates which
cannot lad to convince all that we are bound to give We offer to the trade a full assortment of the above
celebrated
every one a c auce to invest their money to a much
better advantage, than at any other place in the city.
We cordially invite the public to examine our stock,
which is large and complete, and set.* that we fully R U B B E R B O O T S A X D SH O E S.
mean what we have stated. We are bound to have
At Agency prices. Also
prices come down.

O P E N IN C

A W ord to the Wise is Sufficient.
COLSON, TIGIIE & CO.
Rockland, Nov. 10, 1806.
40tf

Wormlinc, Uouseline, Spunyarn aud Parcel
A LSO
ing for sale by

ST E V E N S, H A S K E L L

C H A SE ,

33 Com’l St., Pobtlaxd, Me .

---- OF----

3iu43

Ladies, Attention.
L

a t e s t

S

FA LL AND

W IN T E R

t y l o s

Y D illin e i-y !

Rockland, Sept. 4, I860.

P a te n t C o p p e r P a in t.

1 ) ~1 Y

At wholesale only.
.

T a r r e d a n d M a n i ll a C o r d a g e .

T U T S

BOOTS, SHOES, AXD MOCCASINS,

rV o lio e ,
_
d to the heirs of Win. Butler,
deceased, a Private of the 21st U. S. Infantry, war ot
1812, has been lost in the transmission of the mails,
and that six weeks from the first publication of this
i ot ce, application will be made to the Commissioner
oi Pensions, lor a duplicate ot the same.
DAMON E. CHENEY.
Oct. 26, 1866.
0w45

Eall and "Winter
T h u rsd a y ,

EST thing ill use lor vessels bottoms. For sale at
the brook.
II. II. CRIE.
BRockland,
3Iay 10, 1866.
2ltt

O c t o b e r 11, 1 8 6 6 .

E O S I N !!

IGHT colored and nice, on hand and for sale by
M 1 L L 1 N E B Y .1
J. A. INGRAHAM.
LRockland,
Sept. 4,18*56.
38tf

MISS F. J. KIRKPATRICK,

G la s s , T in , J a p a n ,
1 ND Porcelain Ware, at

c. L inux & son ’s .
J P ie J k e rt U p !

A

J-

Rockland Oct. 25th, 1866.

g returned from NEW YORK with the latest
Styli of PATTERN BONNETS, together with many
other N
would invite the atteution of her
custome:

Ju lia S. Freem an & Co.,
( S u c c e s s o r s io J e n n ie M . IC a llo c h ,)

A T Sea, by sell Sardinian, Bin lcgat bearing about
N. W.,12 miles distant, on bale of cotton, the
owner is requested to prove property, and pay
charges and take tiie same.

N o . 7 B e r r y B lo c k , M a i n S t.,

the public

ROCKLAND,

October 11, 1S66 .

M IL.Izl N E K Y ,

J . C. L IB B Y & S O N ,

M o rtis e , S to re , E im , N ig h t,

FANCY" GOODS,

^IIE ST , *

T h o se C e le b ra te d M a g ee
at
C OOK, Parlor and Hall Stoves,
J. C. LIBBY & SON’S

H

CATARRH SNU FF!

J. I*. WISE’S.

S O W S '.

And to keep c • Goods at prices within the reach of
all,

G R E A T O P E N IN G
Fancy ami Staple

B IR D c a g e s :

BULLOCK & M O RTO N,
S ii± ;p »
C lia n d lle r s ,

>6c

It is the fate of every valuable .Medicine to be Coun
terfeited. Be cautious, therefore, and see tha.t the
letters “T. Sc M ” are blown in the bottle, and that
each wrapper bears the lac similes ofthe signatures
of I. C. BALDWIN & CO., and JOB .MOSES, With
out which, none are genuine.
N. B.—One Dollar, with eighteen Cents for Postage,
enclosed to any authorized Agent, or to the Sole Gen
eral Agent for the United Stales and British Doinin- AURORA LODGE OF FREE AND ACCEPTED
31A SONS.
JOB 3IOSES, 27 Cortlandt
Street,
New ,York,
. . . T
,.r
Stated Communications, 1st Wednesday of each
ill insure a bottle containing y ifty Pills, by return mouth.
for the dose, act on the bowels without the s lig h te s t
^ r i j ) i n g , a point of the greatest importance, partial- mail, securely sealed from all observation.
E. F.. W'ORTMAN, W . M .
Oct. 10, 1800.
eowly27
ENOCH DA VIE.8, S e c r e t a r y .
Llf" A sad and fatal accident occ-curred
in Belfast on Wednesday afternoon last C H R O N I C C O N S I P A T I O N .
ROCKLAND LODGE OF FREE AND ACCEPTED
LIFE—HEALTH—STRENGTH.
week. A young lad, son of Matthew For which take a S in g le F ill every or every other
MASONS.
They never produce debility, and Cu c In Robbins, aged 14 years was run over by a night.
•Stated Communications, 1st Tuesday of eac h month
LIFE—IIE ALTII—STRENGTH.
cliarstiwu. UjNpppitisi, !ieu«l;ic!»i* L iver and
ELI HALL, W . M .
dray, and so severely injured that lie died K idney Comt-laiiitM. F ile*, W orm *. Luc*
t •. R. MALLARD, S e c r e ta r y .
LIFE—HEALTH—STRENGTH.
in a lew hours. He was standing upon of. o r iiiipnri(i(>N o f (he Kloori, L ohi o f A |»9
Rockland, June 1, 1806.
pt-file.
a
nd
a
d
D
e
r
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n
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m
e
n
ts
o
f
B
ow
el*
or
Hundreds
and
thousands
annually
die
prematurely
the dray when some other boys attempt Stomach*
when, if they would give the Great French Remedy,
ed to get on and. while playfully attempt jCCiF Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
I
M
P
O
R
T
A
N
T
T
O
F
E
M
A
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E
S
.
DR. JUAN DELAMAItRE’S
ing to kick at them, his foot caught in the
Medicine, at 25 cents per Bottle.
E L E B R A T E D S P E C IF IC P IL L S , The celebrated DR. D O W ° con tinues t o d(%ote his
iron brace just forward of the hind wheel JOHN L. IIUNNEWELL, Proprietor, C
S t o r e ,
Prepared by Garancierr & Dupont, No. 214, Rue entire time to the treatment of all diseases incident to " V c i x - l o t y
and he pitched forward under the wheel.
Lombard, Paris, from the prescription of Dr. Juan
P r a c tic a l C h em ist,
Delamarre, Chief Physician to the Hospital du Nord the female system. An experience of twenty-three
on I.ariboisiere, a fair trial, they would find immedi years enables him t o guarantee spei’dy .and perma
X o . 9 C o m m e r c ia l W h a r f, lio s to u , M a s s .
11T We have found no other brand of Physicians or Dealers supplied in B u l k . Formula ate n-lief, and, in a short time, be fully restored to nent relief in the w o r s t c<tseA of S u p p r e s s i o n and a ll
ll c i d t h a n d S t r e n g t h , it is used in the practice of
soap equal to The .Steam Refined Soaps r.nd full Testimonial to this G r e a t A l o i n e D e v e lo p  many
eminent French physicians, with uniform suc o t h e r M e n s t r u a l D e r a n g e m e n ts , from w h a t e v e r c ! iu s e
m e n t , also the celebrated A l t e r a t i v e s L a x a t i v e s from
FA LL TRADE,
of Messrs. Leathe A Gore, for all the tin*
and highly recommended as the only positive and All letters for advice must contain $1. Office, No. .(|
Formulas of D r s . H a s k e l l a n d D a v ie s , sent on de cess,
S p e c ific R e m e d y for all persons suffering from (
manifold uses to which a hard soap can mand.
4w2»
Sexual Debility, all derangements of tlje Nervous Endicott street, Boston,
Consisting of
be put in domestic avocations and in olForces, .Melancholy, S p C r m a to r r h m i o r S e m in a l
N. B.r—Board furnished to those who wish to re
fice work. A printer has the dirtiestA flf* . A Y K A R made by any one with $15 ’ E m i s s i o n s , all Weaknesses arising from Sexual Ex- main under treatment.
1
ses
or
Youthf
ul
Indiscretions,
Loss
of
3Iusculur
EnStencil
Tools.
No
experience
necessa
hands of all artificers, and can judge of
Boston, July 2, 1866.
Iy29
ry . Physical Prostrations, Nervousness, Weak Spine,
ry. The Presidents, Cashiers, and Treasurers of 3 Lowness' of Spirits, Dimness of Vision, Hysterics,
the quality of soaj).
Banks indorse the circular, fcjei.t lree with samples. Pains in the Back and Limbs, 1mpotency, &c.*
TO
€
O
XSUill
P
1
I
Address the American Stencil Tool Works, Springfield,
No language can convey an adequateidea of theimVermont.
3m32
The advertiser, having been restored to health in a
! mediate and almost miraculous change it produces in
S urprising .—It is actually surprising how
| the debilitated and shattered system. In fact, it stands few weeks by a very simple remedy, after lmviugasuflersoou our people have learned to prize that in -_
1for several years with a severe lung ailectioii, and
j unrivalled as an unfailing cure of the maladies above
valuable urLiele known as (Joe*s Ovspepsia Cure.
that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious^to make Ladies’ Writing- Desks, & W ork Duxes.
It certainly acts like magic, for it will cure the E m p l o y m e n t f o r B o t l i S e x e s , mi-uttomd.
b the G r e a t F r e n c h R e m e d y ; it known to iiis fellow sufferers'the means ol cure.
To all who desire it, he will sent? a copy ol the preISABLED and returned soldiers, widows and < ___ __________
ill others fail, and, although a
very worst cases ot l)y>pepsia, and enable the
ription used (tree of charge), with the directions for
patient, who has lived for years upon Graham D plains ol slain soldiers, and the unemployed of j powerful* remedy, contauins nothing hurtful to the preparing
H a n d k e r c h ie f - iu<1 f' loTC H o s e ,
and u-ing the same, which they will find a Vgreat
both "sexes generally, in want of respectable and profi
t delicate constitution.
bread and the plainest food, to eat anythin" he table
variety. A fine a> .airtiueat of \ Af i'.>; also,
si: it i: Cuke for ConaUMption, Astum a, Bkoxcii itis, tli
employment,
incurring
no
risk,
can
procure
sml
Pamphlets,
containing
lull
particulars
and
directions
• a ;e t assortment ol R.‘-l iCLL.L.8, 8Alulll-.L*,
chooses without tear of distress. Ii is'consider by enclosing u postpaid addressed envelope, lor pur lor using, in English, French, Spanish and German, Coughs, Colds, and all Throat and Lung Affections.
and JIia VLLING BAG.S 1 r ladies aud Gents eyei
ed the most valuable renn dv known for all dis ticulars, to
accompany each box, and are also sent free to any ad The only object of the advertiser in sending the Pre ollered in ibis City. These floods were bought lor
scription
is
to
benefit
the
afflicted,
and
spread
informa
eases of the stomach anil bowels.
dress when requested.
Cash, and will be sold as cheap
Ly any House m
ly8
Price Oue Dollar per box; or six boxes for Five tion which he conceives to be invaluable, and lie hopes the state.
every sufferer will try his renudy, as it will cost them
Dollars.
It is supposed by some that (be Prince of
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world; or will nothing, and may prove a blessing.. .,.
W
.
E
G
h e c o n f e s s io n s a n d e x p e r ie n c e o f a n be sent by mail, securely sealed from all observation,
Parties wishing the prescription, free , by return
Wales visited this country in part to obtain a
Rock Street.
Jdress
INVALID.
45tf
No. 2 Perry Block, Id
by inclosing specified price, to any authorized agent. m a i l , w ill p le a :
package of Herrick Allen’s Gold Medal Salera- Published for the benefit
Rev . EDWARD A. WILSON,
and as a CAUTION TO
Proprietors’ General Agents for America, O.SCAR
tus. Whether he did or not, it would do honor YOUNG
ly8
Wiihamsburgh, Kings Co.,
N York.
.MEN and others, who suffer from Nervous G. M08ES Sc CO., 27 Cortlandt Jit., New York.
**. ''
to the Queen’s table to have as nice light Biscuit Debility, Premature Decay of 3Ianhood, &c., supply Authorized Agent for Rockland, L. 31. ROBBINS.
To the Ifonoruble Judge o f Probate with
as that article always makes. If any one lias ing at the same time tiie Means ok S elf-Cure. By All orders by mail promptly attended to.
eowly27
in and fo r the County o f Lincoln :
A HUM BUG.
any doubts on that subject, go to your Grocer one who has cured himself after undergoing consider
EN'UV FAItltl.YUTON, of Waldoboro’, in tile
and get a paper immediately, and find of a truth able quackery. By enclosing a postpaid addressed
E
HEAR
T
H
IS
____________
County of Lincoln, Adniinistr tor of the estate
thattberc is nothing tike it. Everybody setts it. envelope. Single copies, free ol charge, may be had
ading advertisements of Patent of TilU3IAS
D
R
.
E
R
.
J
A
C
K
S
O
N
’S
EWELL, late of Waldoboro’, in said
of the author.
Medicines, and in niue cases out of ten they may be County, deceased, respectfully represents, that the per
NATI 1ANIEL MAYFAIR, Esq., Brooklyn, Kings
Co..
N.
Y.
sonal
estate of said deceasedis not sufficient by the
right.
Itis
over
19years
since
I
introduced
my
medi
Du. B ickxf.m .'s Sy r u p exceeds all other
of
twenty-two
hundred dollars to answer his just
August 28, 1806.
37tf
cine, the Venetian Liniment, to the public. I had d.-bts and charges of
remedies for Cholera, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, &c.
Administration : 'That said de
no money to advejtise it, so I left it for sale with a ceased died seized and possessed ot the following de
A C TS L IK E
M A G IC !
X E V E 11 F A I L S J
scribed real estate, viz A certain lot of land, wi'li
few
druggists
and
store
keepers
through
a
small
sec
50
Years.
C U jg E S Q U I C K L V ! !
Language fails to tell, and imagination cannot
the buildings thereon, situate in said Waldoboro’,
tion of the country, many taking it with great reluct bounded as follows, viz: .Southerly by land of Isaac
For over 50 years, Dr. S. O. RICHARDSON’S
adequately point out, the degree of perfection to SHERRY
R e l i e v e * w r e t c h e d h y iu p lo in a o f
WINE BITTERS h s been used by the
rly by land ol Jacob W. Kaler, north
ance; hut I told them to let any one have it, und if it
which the J. Monroe Taylor’s Gold Medal Soap public to correct
morbid and inactive functions of tho
erly
by land of said Kaler and Samuel (>. Watts, and
has arrived. It is a model Soap and lias no rival. human system. It promotes healthy gastric secretion
did|not do all I stated on my pamphlet, no one need
torly by the road leading from Waldoboro’ to JetWhen the inventor dies, the ladies ought to erect corrects Liver derraugement, will relieve Rheumatic
p a y fo
stores
on, containing about two acres, being the same
him a monument. Itis memory should ever be affections, cure-Jaundice, Indigestion, Loss of Appe
i estate conveyed to said Ewell by John Dodge, by
ta k e n
:il by pi
many
................................
nrei mils in the reoollectioii of all housekeepers. tite, Shortness of Breath, Kidney Complaints, Weak
S n u f f l e s positively without S N E E Z I N G —
his deed dated April ilth, 1854. That an advan
would tageous offer of fifteen hundred dollars has been made
annov
Tie re will never la- any such soap after hi- exit! Buck, Dizziness, Languor, Dyspepsia and its attend- /, is tii i11lu relii/ves
relieves annoying
C o u g h s in Church! Val
uuble Ui
Some of our contemporaries call it the woman’s ant symptoms. Its valuable tonic and strengthening uable
Ut SS ii nn gg ee rr ss to restore the voice! J * r e v e n ts '1c o ld s 1* t
iiibug. for the same by William B. Creamer, of Waldoboro’,
, properties will invigorate the convalesent, and it will from
••
•• •• J Lectures,
•
in said County', which oiler it is for the interest of a 1
Skating,
Parties &e.
benefactor, and it justly deserves the title.
afford comfort and relief to the aged, by stimulating
concerned immediately to accept. Said Administrator
the constitution to resist its impending infirmities. T R Y I T ! S a fe . R e l i a b l e m u ! o n ly J o cent*..
therefore prays for license to sel land convey tin* above
Thousands of the venerable population of New EngSold by Druggists, or mailed f r e e address COOl*described
real estate to the person making said offer.
•u I left i ttliei
land are sustained in health, their life prolonged to
\V I LSoX & CO ., Fourth & Wharton Street,
A C A RD .
11EXit Y FAR KINGTON.
of bottle,
enjoy vigorous and hnppv old age, by regular and Philadelphia.
At a I.f Vf-e lii ld in Beverage’s Hall. North moderate use ol Dr.
Richardson’s
..............
* - -fcjhcrry Wine. Wholesale, W. W. WHIPPLE, Portland 3Ie*
and all fo
LINCOLN COUNTY—In Court of Probate, at WisHaven. Nov. mb, hy the Union Sewing Circle, Bitters.
October 18, 18(36.
6m
cas.-ct, on the first Tuesday of November, 1S66.
medicine
of Croup, D
Office, 51 H anover Street, Boston,
■ w a s received, clear o f all cxOn the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That notice
making with what was obtained at their and sold by all Druggists.
3m36.
be given by publishing a copy of said petition, with
ST R A 1V G E B U T T B U E .
tenml remedy.
iyc . ei: last year 9 1.1 2 70, which remains ill my
perfectly innoceut to take i
this order thereon, three weeks successively, prior to
h.-oidi*. I la Committee of Arrangements thank
Every young lady and gentleman in the United States ternully, see oatli accompanying each bottle,—and ex- tiie
fir
..............
day of December next, in the R o c k la n d
C . P . F E S S fc lS ’B E R ,
can hear sometmng very much to their advantage b y ..
,, .
. ...
' .
G r A tc a
;h<- '-itiz* ns for lin-ir atletidauee, and especially,
». uenspaBCr printed in Uockland, Cuuuty of
return mail (free of charge,) by addressing the under- ternally lor ChronicUlien^atitm. Headache,
i!,.,„i,„.i„. Mumps.
attend at
’ ’ Knox, that all persons mt»
i hose who came from the Thoroughfare and disD r u g g i s t & A p o t h e c a r y , signed. Those Imviug fears of being humbugged will Frosted Feet, Bruises, Sprains, Old Sores, Swellings, Court of^Froiiat'eV tiieu "to be lioldeu 'at Wisest-set,
tsut parts of the lem n.
0n0 l' iuiiat*i in n ei;
oblige
uot
card. All others will p ic ~ Sore Throats, &.c., &c. Sold by all Druggists. Depot, aforesaid, and show cause, if any, why the praye
\NO.
...n:.. by
• noticing
• •• -this
ii. W . BEVERAGE.
5 KI3IBALL BLOCK,
i tlieir
obedient
servant,
pnrfiomii
siTm.
f
v
,,i.
said
pe»itiou
should
not
be
granted.
Treasurer <
jJ the Union Sewing Circle.
j (j Cortlandt Street, New Aoik.
3w^?
JOHN H. CON VERSE, Judge.
THO.S. F. CHAP3IAN,
R o c k l a n d , 3X e
ly8
831 Broadway, New York, I October 3U, 1860,
’S o c - U U a v ett, S o y . W , P30d,
April 30,1864.
7w40
j A true copy,—A t t e s t J . J. Kennedy , Register.

T H E O R IG IN A L IN V E N T O R .
Every variety, as Hay, Coal, Railroad, Platform
and Counter, Druggists’, Confectionei s’. Butchers’,
Grocers’, and Cold scales, Beams, Spring Balances,
&c., lor sale at our

.T. P. WISE’S.

F U R N I T U R E

R u b b e r C lo th e s .

A T the Brook.

A

2Itf

II. II

T a b ic a n d P o c k e t C u tle ry .
GOOD assortment, at

J.C. LIBBY & SON’S.

S id e L ig h t s
^^ND Signal Lanterns

t

s W a n te d .

rJMIE highest wages paid for good Coat-3Iakers by

T h e C e le b ra te d M a g ee
OT Air Furnace, of all sizes, at

J.C. LIBBY & SON’S.
H ______________________________
H o u s e a n d S h ip P lu m b in g

D

J. C. LIBBY &SON’S.

i r o n S isx k s .
J . C. LIBBY & SON'S,

D E A L E ItS IN

C iJovcs, & c .,

HARDW ARE,

as can be found in this city. Also, A large assortment

TABLE AND POCKET CUTLERY,

C o l ’d V e l v e t R i b b o n s , Brittwmia, Japan and Enameled ware
m o t

W A R R A N T E D W O V E N EDGES.

3m44

O r d e r , f o r P a t e n t R o o tin g P r o m p t l y
a tte n d e d to .

Second-Himd Staves

No. 4. CUSTOM-HOUSE BLOCK, ROCKLAND.
Rocklund, Oct. II, ISiW.
43tf

"I>OUGHT and sold bya
JL> 6in29
A. R. ZiEIGHTON,, at
t the Brook.

J.C. LIBBY & SON’S.

f u r jv a c e s

HOUSE AND SHIP PLUMPING, TIN AND
SHEET-IKON WOUIC DONE TO OKDEU.

S p o fF o rd B lo c k , M a i n S t r e e t .

^^ND Hall Stoves, at

a i r

Cooking, P arlor a n d Office Stoves.

All who may have the slightest doubt as to the
truth of this statement, will oblige us by calling to
examine for themselves, before purchasing elsewhere.

(Lo u k , B^aa i o r , O H ice

Rockland, Sept. 6, 1860.

ONE to order by

K id

Rockland, Oct. 17. 1866.

Rockland, Oct. 10, 1860.

C oat-SIak

W o rs te d s ,

I W ilm in g to n P itc h a n d T a r.
I J^pOR sale low hy
Rockland, Sept. 4, 1S6G.

t n t , C l i n c h . S to u t,

J . A. INGRAHAM*
38tt

P i s h i n g T a c k le .

W h a t E v e r y P a r m e r W a n ts .
For sale bv
A. R. LEIGHTON & CO.,
BONE MEAL, for cattle.
At the Bi ook,
Rocklund, Sept, 20, I860.

4wi0*

S o ck et T rim m e r , P a re in g
I

ND Framing Chisels, at
J. C. LIBBY St SON’S,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

D ENos.
A L 192
E R&S 194INS tateFLO
UR
S treet.

ADVERTISING AGENTS

E . W . SH AW & CO.

H

Rockland, Oct. 19,1866.

ADVERTISING AGENTS

The Camp, tie Battle Field, and the Hospital,
Or Lights and Shadows of the Great Rebellion.
There is a certain portion of the war that will never
go into the regular histories, nor be embodied in ro
mance or poetry, which is a very real part oi it, and
will, if preserved, convey to succeeding generations a
better idea of the spirit of the conflict than many dry
reports or careful narratives of events, and this part
may be called the gossip, the fun, the pathos of the
war. This illustrates the character of the leaders, the
humor of tli« soldiers, the devotion of women, the
bravery of men, the pluck of our heroes, the romance
and hardships of the service.
The volume is profusely illustrated with over 1___
graving® by the first artists, which are r e a lly b e a u tifu l
worthy of examination as specimens of the art. The
book’s contents include reminiscences of camp, —
et, spy, scout, bivouac, siege, and battle-field a<
tures; thrilling feats of bravery, wit, drollery, comi
cal and ludicrous adventures, etc., etc.
Amusement as well as instruction may be found in
every page, as graphic detail, brilliant wit, and au
thentic history, are skillfully interwoven in this work
of literary art.
This work sells itself. The people are tired of dry
details and partisan works, and want something hu
morous, romantic, and startling. Our agents are
making from $100 to $200 per month, clear ol all ex
penses. Send for circulars, giving full particulars, and
see our terms, and proof ol the above assertion. Ad
dress NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 118 Water
Street, Boston, Mass.
D. C
. , E ddy’s works, “The Cottage Eibrarv,” by the
set or single volume. The best canvassing books ever
published. Exclusive territory given. Good induce
ments. Send for Circular. HORACE WENT
WORTH, Publisher, 118 Washington Street, Boston,
Mass.

T H E R U R A L A M E R IC A N
REE !—The best paper for Farmers, Gardeners,
Fruit Growers, Ac., in this country, published at
Utica, N. Y., for $1.50 a year, |and every 6ubscribei
receiving the worth of his money in G r a t u i t i e s ot
choice Grape Vines, Strawberry Plants, Ac., the besi
in existence, and splendid Steel-Plate Engraving
worth $2.00 each. The paper is f r e e from now ti
Janaary. Send for samples, with full details. No
charges. Club Agents wanted in every town. Ad
dress, T. B. MINER, Clinton, Oneida Co., N. Y..
where my editorial office and farm are located.

F

HAM MONTON F ftU IT LANDS
lE best opportunity to secure a home; mild and
climate; soil suitable for all crops; the
T ihealthy
best Fruit Land in the Union: best of markets—be

ing New York and Philadelphia; from $200 to $5(K
per acre cleared lrom small fruit; a large population
already located; hundreds are settling; good society
perfectly healthy; soft water; all advantages. Land:
lor sale in and around the famous Haminonton Frui:
settlement, 30 nrles from Philadelphia. A large traci
is now divided into Farms to suit the actual settler.
Price for 20 acres and upwards from $20 to $30 per
acre. Five and ten acre lots lor sale. Terms liberal
title perfect. For full information address Byrne
A J ones, Hammonton, New'Jerscv. All letters an
swered.

E . W . S h a w Ac Co.,
AY’D just received a large assortment of every
style Lamp, which they can offer at prices lower
than in’1865.

JUST RECEIVED H
C L O T H I N G ,
and will behold

FOR CASH.

C A L I. A N D S E E .
Also, a large assortment of

T H E ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FO B

S o ld L o w F c r C a s h .
O . II. F E K K Y ,
No. 1, Perry’s Block, Lime Rock St., Rockland1
October 18, 18G0.
44tf

O

DR. S. S. FITCH, A. M., M. D.
Author of Six Lectures on the Prevention and Cure
of Pulmonary Consumption, Asthma, Diseases of the
Heart, and mode of Preserving Male and Female
Health,—ot 714 Broadway, N. Y., and 25 Tremont st.,
Boston, Mass., may be consulted every MONDAY at
7 14 B ro a d w a y . N ew Y ork,—and at No. 25
r r em o u l S treet. B o-ton. on WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY. October 3d and 4th, and every oth-r Wednesday and Thursday after. All consultation
free.

CIRCULAR SAWS,

W ith E m erson 's P n lc n l M ovable T eeth
Cut more and better lumber, with the same power and
in the same time, than any other Saw in the world,
with less expenditure ol labor and files, and never
wear smaller. For descriptive pamphlet, with price
list, address A M E R IC A N SA W CO., No. 2
Jacob St.. N. Y.

S i r ,—D o y o u w is h
to fin d o u t a ll a b o u t
G a s M a c h in e s o f a ll
k in d s ?

U XIOX GAS CO.,
40 Bromfield Street, Boston.

E m p i r e S e w in g M a c h in e s
ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS

S. D . &. H . W . S M I T H ’S

A M E R IC A N O R G A N S .

ESTABLISHED IN 1780.

HULL’S TOILET SOAP,

32 P A R K R O W , N E W Y O R K .
X lo n e y , D e m u lc e n t , P a lm , & c
And over 1OO other varieties. These Soaps are wa
ranted-not to chap or injure the most delicate skin
yield a quick lather, and are of fragrant odor. F<
sale by the Druggists and Grocers in this place.

Curls!

SAMPLES

THE AMERICAN ORGANS are the ONLY REAL
HEED ORGANS now before the public. The only
Irgan having a REVERBERATING SOUND BOX or
WIND CHEST—which has the same important part
o perform as the Sounding Board has in the Piano
Forte (to give body and resonaucejof tone) and with
out which the Organ becomes merely a Melodeon ill
in Organ Case. The American Organs not only have
he Wind Chest or Sound Box, but have the large Or;an Bellows, giving power and great steadiness ol
one. These with their extreme fine voicing of the
.Leeds and perfecting ot the tone, make them the
VIOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. These great
improvements and superiority of tone and workmanhip of the AMERICAN ORGANS place them in the
front rank as the best, and command a higher price
han any other reed instrument in the market. A
jareful examination of them, in comparison with oth
ers, will quickly show their superiority.
N e w I n s t r u c to r .

Sent Free
A sample of Prof. Robb’s Curi.ique will be seni
lree to any address. The Curliquj: will curl the
straightest hair on the first application (without in
jury) in soft, luxuriant, beautiful flowing curls.
Address, with stamp,
Prof. B. II. Robb, Parkman, Ohio.

I v i n s ’ P a t e n t H a ir C rim p e rs .

“THE

Large an d w e ll Selected Stock o f

NEW

F

A

L

L

-A N D —

W H I T E ’S E L I X I R ,
N e u r a l g ia .

You need suffer no longer, unless you
choose. Its effect is magical, curing af
ter all other “remedies’*have lailed. Sold
by all Druggists, or it will be sent any
time.
Address J. WHITE, Druggist,
38 Leverett Street, Boston.
Established in business 1832.

F all

At Very Low Prices,

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
W IN D O W

9

L. & J . Kaufm an's.
Rockland, Sept. 20, 1800.

T he T oken,
NEW and Splendid Cook Stove, at
J. C. LIBBY & SON’S.

H a rd w a re .
LARGE and well selected stock of Hardware for
. sale as low as the lowest, at
J.C. LIBBY & SON'S.

SHA D ES.

CURTAIN CORNICES,
COPP & PE A R ’S,

387 W a sh in g to n S treet, B oston,

liIX E ,

37

G r a v e l R o o f in g .

W r in g in g M a c h in e s .

3 9 NaMnnu Si*, N e w Y o r k C ity *

Oct. 19, 18G6.
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B road, N arrow , Shop,

H AND and Boys’No.Axes.
4 CUSTOM HOUSE BLOCK.

RAVEL Roofing done and warranted ns lour as
the lowest, at
____
D .
•T. C. LIBBY 4 SON’S.

G

Si.

C o a l, L o n g H a n d le ,
L ocks, K n o b s, B u lls ,

of all descriptions, at
S CREWS, House Trimmings
J. C. LIBBY & SON’S.

AND

BU RN IN G, OR

*j

PA IN FU L

URINA
)

O

S

T

O

Have J u s t Received fro m

NEW

YORK

OUTSIDE GARMENTS,

N ew

G o o d s,

Fall and Winter Styles,

Aj well as all the Novelties in

Fancy Cloakings.
Also a very large stock of the more aubstantla
Goods, such us

When in Want of a

CLOAK

E s q u im a u x B e a v e rs ,
W a s h in g to n B e a v e rs ,

Consisting in part of

v is it

U n io n B e a v e rs ,

C

L

O

T

H

S

C h in c h illa B e a v e rs ,
T ric o ts ,

SI M O N T O N S’

of diflerent kiuds for Men aud Roys’ wear.
D o e s k in s , & c ., & c.
Also a full line of

F A N C Y AND P L A IN

TRIMMINGS,

F L A

N N

WHEN IN W A N T OF

SILKS,
TWIST, &c.

C

l o a k s

Cloak Emporium.

READY MADE GARM ENTS

English B eavers,
M oscow B euvcrs,
Castor B eavers,
V elvet B eavers,
Fur B eavers,
S pangle B eavers,
Chinchillas,
D oesk in s,
B r o a d c lo th s,

always ou hand, and garments to order made in the

CLOAKING

R ep ella n ts,
F la n n els,
Gimps,
Braids,
Bindings,
Buttons,

most approved manner and at the shortest notice.

IN THE MANUFACTURE OF LADIES’

OF THE LATEST STYLES.

DRESS

GOODS

GREAT

V A R IE T Y .

SH A W LS

m

Curtain Damasts of all M s ,

F an cy B eavers,
C hinchillas,

C lo a k s ,

And all the Novelties in

C lo a li T r im m in g s ,
Our Motto is, and always has been not to

u n d e r s e ll,

MO C H A R G E FO R CUTTING*

Cloths for suits for Men and Boys,
Cassimeres and
Doeskins, Fancy Cassimeres in low medium, and
extra Fine Goods, Silk and Wool Cassimeres, Warren
Factory Cassimeres, Satinets, Double and Twist
Tweeds, Woolinet, &c., &e.

F ren ch , G erm an and E nglish

R

u s t i c

B l i n d s ,

M R S. GREELEY,
ol BANGOR, will have charge of our

Of all descriptions, and a general assort
raent of all kinds of goods usually kept
in a Dry Goods Store.

F a n c y D r e s s Go o d s.
A full line of Wool Thibetsin all the different grades
and shades at extremely low prices. All wool Empress Cloths in every shade. A SPLENDID LINE

from the lowest grade to the finest Goods imported.
Black and colored Alpacas.
Figured Thibets for children.
All shades all wool DeLaines, &c., &c., Ac.
This stock will embrace a great variety, and all the
latest Novelties, and every article will be sold ns low
as the lowest. Constantly on hand a lull assortment
of all the latest styles of

*

Particular attention given to cutting, fitting
and manufacturing Garments.
Garments cut free of charge when the cloth is bought
at tliis store.

E. B. M A Y O ,
C o rn er Store* P illa b u ry Block*
O pposite T h o rn d ik e Hotel*

Cl oa k D e p a r t m e n t .

a . mm,

mm

All garments

Cut Free of Charge
if the materials are bought at our store.

X V A iliT A

CLOAK CUT

Without Charge,
PURCHASE YOUR CLOTH AT

IIE W E T T

&

FOGLE It,

SIMONTONS’
FREN CH

STA M PIN G

44tf

R E A D !!!

June, 1862.
Dr. W illiam IT.
In February,
1861, I was afflicted with sugar Diabetes ; and for fire
months I passed more than two gallons of water in
twenty-four hours. I was obliged to get up as often
as ten or twelve times during the night, and in flvu
months I lost about fifty pounds in weight. During
the month of July, 1861, I procured two bottles of
Constitution Water, and in two days after using it I
experienced relief; and after taking two bottles I was
entirely cured, soon after regaining my usual good
health.
D a n v ille , P a .,
G re g g . Dear Sir:

Yours, truly,

J . V. L. DE W ITT.

B o s to n C o m e r s , X . Y ., December 27,1861.
Wm. H. G re g g & Co. Gents : I freely give you
liberty to make use of the following certificate of the
value of Constitution Water, which I can recommend
In the highest manner. My wife was attacked with
pain in the shoulders, whole length of the back, and in
her limbs, with p a l p i t a t i o n o f th e h e a r t a n d i r r i t a t i o n
o f th e b la d d e r . I called a physician, who attended her
about three months, when he left her worse than he
had found lior. I then employed one of the best phy
sicians I could find, who attended her for about nine
months; and while she was under his care she did not
suffer quite as much pain. He finally gave her up, aud
•aid “ h e r c a se te a s in c u r a b le . F o r said he, **sh e h a s

W e th e r s fie ld , C o n n ., March 2, 1863.
Dr. W. H. Gr e g g . Dear Sir: Having seen your ad
vertisement of “ Constitution Water” recommended
for Inflammation of tho Kidneys aud Irritation of the
Bladder, —having suffered for the past three years,
and tried the skill of a number of physicians, with
only temporary relief, — I was induced to try your
medicine. I procured one bottle of your agents at
Hartford, — Messrs. Lee, Sisson & Co., —and when I
had used half of it, to my surprise I found a great
change in my health. I have used two bottles of it,
and am where I never expected to be in my life —
well, and in good spirits. 1 cannot express my grati
tude for it; I feel that it is all and more than you
recommend it to be. May the blessing of God *Y8I
attend you in yonr labors of love.
Yours, truly,

CONSTITUTION CA TH A RTIC L IF E P IL L S ,
*

CONSTITUTION CA TH A RTIC L IF E P IL L S .

Cloak Emporium.

CONSTITUTION CA TH A RTIC L IF E P IL L S .
P R IC E

26

CE N T S P E R BO X .

P R IC E 2 5 CEN TS P E R BOX.
P R IC E 2 5 CEN TS P E R BOX.

Oct. 4, 1866.

P R IC E 2 5 CEN TS P E R BOX.

COTTON

W ARP

AGENTS FOR SINGER’S IM PROVED NOISELESS

W M . H . GREGG A CO., Proprietcrs.
M ORGAN & ALLEN , General Agent*,
No. 46 Cliff Street, New York.
GEO. C. GOODWIN

SEWING MACHINE.

P R IC E , $ 1 .

CONSTITUTION CATHARTIC L IF E P IL L S .

Embroidery and Piukiug

$ 3 .0 0

&

CO., Boston.

P e r B u n d le

All No’« constantly on hand. Discount to tho trade.

A . J. S h a w & C o.

IVo. 1 S p e a r B l o c k .
Rockland, Sept. 18,1866.

R E A D !!

LEONARD S. BIGLOW ,

dons with neatness and despatch.

We would call the attention of all who
are in want of a Sewing Machine to call
and examine the ETNA before purchasing
elsewhere. We claim that the Etna is a
a more modern and has some improve
ments over other machines, and less li
able to get out of order than any other
now in the market.

R EA D !

FO B SA LE BY A L L D RU G G ISTS.

A n E x p e r ie n c e d C lo a k in a k e r ,
and are now prepared to cut and make
garments of all the Latest Styles.

S I L K S ,

s .

We have also secured the services of

AND M ENORRHAGIA, OR PR O FU SE FLOW ING.

S IM O N T O N S ’

XV M i.X l « u

of all sizes, Curtain Fixtures, &c., &e.

D O M E S T IC S

n r DYSMENORRHCZA, OP. PA IN FU L MENSTRUATION,

J Both diseases arising from a faulty secretion of the
j menstrual fluid—iu one case being too little, and ae; companied by severe pain, aud the other a too profuse
j secretion, which will be speedily cured by the Consti
tution Water.
That disease known as F A L L IN G OF T H E
| WOMB, which is the result of a relaxation of the
; ligaments of that organ, and is known by a sense of
heaviness and dragging pains in the back and sides,
and at times accompanied by sharp, lancinating, or
shooting pains, through the parts, will in all cases be
removed by the medicine.
There is another class of symptoms, arising from
IRRITATION OF TIIE WOMB, which physician*
! call Nervousness—which word covers up much igno| ranee; and in nine cases out of ten the doctor does
: not really know whether the symptoms are the dis
ease, or the disease the symptoms. We can only
( enumerate them here. I speak more particularly of
; Cold Feet, Palpitation of the Heart, Impaired Mem| ory, Wakefulness, Flashes of Heat, Languor, Lasslj tude, aud Dimness of Vision.

About this time she commenced the use of Constitu
tion Water, and, to our utter astonishment, almost the
first dose seemed to have the desired effect; and sha
kept on improving rapidly under its treatment, and
now superintends entirely her domestic affairs. She
has not taken any of the Constitution Water for about
four weeks, and we are happy to say that it has pro
duced a permanent cure.
WM. M. VAN BENSCHOTEN.

CLOAK E M P O R I U M .

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,
C L O T H S fo r O V E R C O A T S,

S t r o u d s b u r g , P a ., January 20,1866.
D r. Gp.EGO. Dear Sir: I wish to inform you that
I have been under the treatment of some of our best
physicians for nearly two years without receiving any
benefit. I had lost all confidence, and I indulged in
but littlo hopo of &cure from any source. My disease
was Dropsy, and my physicians told me that there was
no cure for me. I was tapped some fifty times, and at
the different operations about twelve hundred pounds
of water was removed.
I am happy to inform you that I have been com
pletely restored to health by the use of Constitution
Water.
I make thi3 statement, hoping it may reach those
persons who may be similarly afflicted.
Respectfully,
Mrs; MARGILL C. LEVANWAT.

s u c h a c o m b in a tio n o f c o m p la in ts t h a t m e d ic in e g i v e n
f o r o n e o p e r a te s a g a i n s t s o m e o th e r o f h e r difficulties.**

proves how well we have Eucceeded.

W indow Shades

R ep ella n ts, Ac., Ac.

B IU B E T IC 8
Irritate and drench the kidneys, and by constant use
soon lead to chronic degeneration and confirmed dis
ease.
. Wo present the Constitution water to the public,
with the conviction that it has no equal in relieving
the class of diseases for which it has been found so
eminently successful for curing; and we trust that wa
shall be rewarded for our efforts in placing so valua
ble a remedy in a form to meet the requirements of
patient and physician.

Visit

but to e x c e l. The increased demand for our garments

PLAIN AND GILT BAND

Mottled B ea v ers,

W A TER

has proved itself equal to tlio task that has devolved
upon it.

BUTTONS,

of all Descriptions.

S IL K S

M oscow B eavers,

CARPETINGS.
S t e t s o n B lo c k , C a m d e n .

I i\

6 -4 D oesk in s,

R o c k la n d , O c t. 1 9 ,1 8 0 0 ,

DRY DOORS
B e r r y B lo c k , R o c k la n d .

S P L E N D ID STO C K OF

G O O D S

C l o a k

and too much cannot be said in its praise. A single
dose has been known to relieve the most urgent symp
toms.
Are you troubled with that distressing pain in tho
small of the back and through the hips l A teaapoonful a day of the Constitution Water will relieve you
like magic.
P H Y S IC IA N S

N

G in g h a m s ,

B L A C K

these diseases i t is truly a sovereign remedy,

have long since given up the use of buchu, cubebs,
and juniper in tho treatment of these diseases, and
only use them for tha want of a better remedy,

All the latest Styles for Ladies’

B

SHERM AN, W ATSON & CO.,

T in , C o p p e r,

HOLLANDS AND LINENS,

Table Oil Cloths, Enameled Cloths, Picture Cords, 4c.,
Icc.^May be found Wholesale and Retail at.

G O O DS

P A R T IA L L IS T OF A R T IC L E S Broadcloths,

A g e u tH w a n t e d e v e r y w h e r e .

Window Shade Fixtures,
Lace and Nottingham Lace Curtains,

D R Y

A. J. SHAW & CO.

BOSTON A N D

Cloaking Goods

Unequalled inducements offered to Ladies and Gents
who will act as such Our descriptive circulars will
be sent on application.
Distributions are made in the following manner:—
Certificates naming each article and its value are
placed in sealed envelopes, which are well mixed. One
of these envelopes containing the Certificate or Order
for some article, will be delivered at our ofiice, or sent
by mail to any address, without regard to choice, on
receipt of 25 cents.
On receiving the Certificate the purchaser will see
what article it draws and its value, and can then send
O n e D o lla r , and receive the article named, or can
choose any other one article on our list of the same
value.
Purchasers of our Sealed Envelopes may, iii this
manner, obtain an article worth from one to five hun
dred dollars.
Long Letters are unnecessary. Have the kindness
to write plain directions, and in choosing different
articles from those drawn, mention the style desired.
*** Orders for SEALED ENVELOPES must in
every case be accompanied with the cash, with the
name of the person sending, and Town, County and
State plainly written.
Letters should be addressed to the Managers, as
follows:

O F T H E 11LADDER.
STRANGURY

For

HAVING JUST RETURNED FROM

NEW S T Y L E C LO A K S

Five Sealed Envelopes will be sent for $1;
Eleven for $2; Thirty for $5; Sixty-five for $10; One
Hundred for $15.

P E N N E Y ’8

Persons interested should send for our lists of One
H undred Ohio, I ndiana , and I llinois N ews
papers , furnished tree to all aplicants. GEO. P.
ROWELL & CO., Advertising Agents, Boston and
New York.

9
Embracing all articles In the

25 c ts .

—AT-

Advertisements in the Western States.

OUTSIDE GARMENTS.

C O N S T IT U T IO N

ttiF

USE

LOTUS

DRY G O O D S

in t e r

•ed not pay until it is known what is
value.
C a n to n F l a n n e l s ,
THE AMER.CAN JEWELERS’ ASSOCIATION
calls your attention to the fact of its being the largest
and most popular Jewelry Association in the United
S h irtin g C h eck s,
States. The business is and always has been conduct
'd in the most candid and honorable manner. Our
rapidly increasing trade is a sure guarantee of the ap
C o lo r e d D r i l ls , &c.
preciation ol our patrons for this method of obtain
ing rich, elegant and costly goods. The sudden stag
nation of trade in Europe, owing to the late German
and recent disastrous financial crisis in England,
has caused the failure of a large number of Jewelry
Houses in London and Paris, obliging them to sell
FLANNELS.
their goods at a great sacrifice, in some instances less
tnan one-third the cost of manufacturing. We have
lately purchased very largely of these Bankrupt Goods,
Plain White, Scarlet and Mixed, Red, White, Blue
at such extremely low prices, that we can afford to and Grey twilled, Beluap, Pemberton, and all the beat
ay Finer Goods, and give better chances to makes of Fancy
draw the most valuable prizes than any other estab
lishment doing a similar business. OUR AIM IS TO
PLEASE, and we respectfully solicit your patronage,
S h i r t i n g F la n n e l s .
we are confident of giving the utmost satisfaction.
During the past year we have lorwarded a number ol
Also a full line ol
tlie most valuable prizes to all parts of the country.
Those who patronize us will receive the full value of
their money, as no article on our list is worth less than
W
a
r
r
e
n
F
a c to r y F la n n e ls .
One Dollar, retail, and there are no blanks. Parties
dealing with us maydependon having prompt returns,
and the article drawn will be immediately sent to any
White aud Colored
address by return mail or express.
The following parties have recently drawn valuable
B e d . B l a n k e t s ,
prizes from the American Jewelers’ Association, and
Ilave kindly allowed the use of their names:
Charles J. Hunter, Esq., Treasury Department,
Washington, I). C., Piano, value $300;* Miss Anna G.
S h i r t s .
Yates, 52 St. Mark’s Place, N. Y., Sewing Machine, B a l m o r a l
value $75; Brig. Gen. L. L. Hanson, U. S. Vols., ;
Nashville, Tenn., Silver Tea Set, value $150; Miss
Emma Hunter, 03 Front St., Harrisburg, Pa., Sewing
Machine, value $00; Lieut.-Col. Walter Chittenden,
Quartermaster, Louisville, Kentucky, Gold Watch,
value $150; Wm. S. Haines, 247 King St., Charleston,
S. C., Silver Watch, value $50; Alexander Johnson,
., Editor M u s k a t e n r P io n e e r , Muskuteur, Minn.,
lies’ enameled Watch, value $150; Samuel Lee,
Esq., President Colorado and Red Bank Mining Com
pany, San Francisco, Cal., Melodeon, value $200;
Aaron S. Long, Esq., Principal Ejkhart Collegiate In
stitute, Elkhart, N. J., Diamond Pin, value $200; R.
M. Longstreet, Montgomery, Ala., Music Box, value
?75; Rev. Isaac Van Duzer, Albany, N. Y., Gold
fined Dining Set, value $300; Miss Clara Lucuguer.
Dayton, Ohio, Pianoforte, value $400, and Diamond
Pili, value $175.
Many names could be placed on the List, but we
publish no names without permission. Our patrons
are desired to send United States Currency when it is
In large variety.
convenient.

A c h a n c e to o b ta in a n y o f th e a b o v e A r t i c l e s f o r

W I N T E R

earning and instruction for young men; also,
jjiseases and Abuses which prematurely prostrate the
Vital powers, with sure means of relief. Sent Free
of,Charge*, in scaled letter envelopes. Address Dr.
J. SKILLIN' HOUGHTON, Howard Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR THE
H A N D K E R C H I E F .

W

and

O X E D O L L A R , b y p u r c h a s i n g a s e a le d e n v e lo p e f o r

CURE

E G Y PTIA N

81,000,000, FOR OXE DOLLAR,

to be
SOLD F O R O N E D O L L A R E A C H ,
Without regard to value, and not to be paid for until
you know what you are to receive:
15 Elegant Rosewood Pianos, worth from $200 to $450
15 Elegant Melodeons, Rosewood Cases, 175 to 250
50 First Cl’jss Sewing Machines,
40 to 300
75 Fine Oil Paintings,
30 to 100
150 Fine Steel Engravings, fromed,
20 to 30
50 Music Boxes,
25 to 40
150 Revolving Patent Castors, Silver,
20 to
40
50 Silver Fruit and Cake Baskets,
20 to 35
400 Sets of Tea and Table Spoons,
20 to 40
150 Gold Hunting Case Watches, warranted, 50 to 150
100 Diamond Rings, clusterand single stone, 75 to 200
170 Gold Watches,
85 to 150
300 Ladies’ Watches,
00 to 100
500 Silver Watches,
20 to 7
Diamond Pins, Brooches and Ear Drops, Ludio;
Sets of Gold and Coral, Jet and Gold, Florentine, Mo
saic, Lava and Cameo; Sets of Studs, Vest and Neck
Chains, Plain and Chased Gold Rings, Gold Thimbles,
Lockets, New Style Belt Buckles, Gold Pens and Pen
cils, Fancy Work Boxes, Gold Pens with Gold and
Silver Exteneion Holders, and a large assortment of
Fine Silver Ware and Jewelry of every description,of
the best make and latest styles.

25 C A S E S

r and Kidm Plants.
WM.’It. PRINCE, Flushing, New York, lor sixty
years proprietor of the Liniueen Nurseries, has dis
covered p ositive c u r «*» for the above and all In
herited and Chronic Diseases, Dyspepsia, Nervous
Debility, Rheumatism, all Female Maladies, and oth
ers resulting from impurity of the blood, hitherto in
curable. Explanatory circular, one stamp. Treatise
on all diseases, 20 cts.

and

ORGAN.

JUST RECEIVED

to Male and Female Agents, to introduce a new
and useful invention, absolutely needed in even
household.' Agents preferring to work on commission
can earn from $20 to $50 per day. For particulars ad
dress W. G. Wilson, Cleveland, Ohio.

F or R heum atism

A M E R IC A N

Or OrganiMlM* Fa rinr C o m p a n io n .”
M a ile d f r e e o n r e c e ip t o f $2.00.
W a re r o o m s a n d M a n u f a c t o r y . T r e m o n t o p p o s ite W a lt ham S tr e e t, B o s to n , M a ss.

For Crimping and Waving Ladies’ Hair. No Ileal
required in using them. Ask your Storekeeper foi
them. If he does not keep them, write to the Mann
faciurer, E. IVINS, Sixth St. A Columbia Av.
Philadelphia.

SURE

FLAMMATION OF T H E K ID N E Y S, CATARRH

J o b b e r s a n d R e t a ile r s

GREAT DISTRIBUTION D R Y

C. C. Ch a n d l e r .

CHARGES A FT E R U RIN ATIN G.

N e w Y o r k M a r k e ts,

Aud is now opening an unusually

O p e n in g ,

DUST D E PO SIT , AND MUCOUS OR M ILKY DIS

IRRIT A T IO N OY T H E N E CK OF T H E BLA D D ER, IN 

Cassocks and Sacks.

S E L L I N G

Reticules and Satchels.

42tl

Contain all the latest improvements; art
speedy, noiseless, durable, and easy to work. Illus
trated’ circulars free. Agents wanted. Liberal dir
counts allowed. No consignments made.
Address
DEERING, MILLIKEN A CO.,
Portland, Maine.

Curls!

&

Which he offers at the
DR. S. S. FITCH’S FAMILY PHYSICIAN is s
perfect guide in every family, with remedies infallible
O i' E n tlies
thal eacli may procure or prepare and successfully ad
minister, to promptly cure all colds, and thus prevent
aud cure all diseases arising lrom colds, sucli as Rheu
V e r y L o w e s t M a r k e t P r ic e s .
matism, Lung Fever. Pleurisy, &c., &c.; also to cure
Croup, Diptheria, Scarlet Fever, Measles, Erysipelas,
Typhoid Fever, Whooping-Cough, Cholera, Cholera
O . BI. P E R K Y ,
Any one buying
Morbus, Cholera Infantum, Diarrhea from Teething
and Hot Weather, Costiveness, Burns, Sea-Sickness, Lime Rock St., Perry's Blqck, No. 1,
Rockland, Me.
Care of jhe Hair and Teeth; the best Tooth Powder
44tf
and the best Hair Dye ever used; Laws ol Life, so as
to preserve life with*healtg th the most veherable age.
The “Family Physician” is sent by mail, free ot
postage, to any address, on the receipt of thirty-five
BY THE
cents. Direct'all letters for consultation or books to
25 Tremont st., Boston, Mass; give State, Town,
American Jew eler’s Association.
County and Post Office.
will find it to their advantage to call and examine this
Direct to
Depots: 37 & 39 N assau, 54, 56 tV stock, comprising a handsome assortment ot many
DR.S.S. FITCH,
No. 25 Tremont st., Boston, Mass.
58 Liberty Street.,
S c a r c e a n d D c s lr a b lo G o o d s ,
Oct. 10, 1SM».
3m43
N E W Y O R K C lT Y .
Of Rosewood Pianos and Melodeons, Fine Oil Paint together with superior styles of all the beat makes o t
ings, Engravings, Silver Ware, Gold and Silver
Watches, and Elegant Jewelry, consisting of
P rin ts ,
Diamond Pins, Diamond Kings, Gold
(Successors to E. IV. BARTLETT,)
Bracelets, Coral, Florentine. Mosaic,
.
DEALERS IS
Jet, Lava, and Cameo Ladies’Sets,
S t a n d a r d S h e e tin g s ,
Gold Pens, with Gold and Sil
B O O T S, SH O E S , K U K R E K S
ver Extension Holders,
Sleeve Buttons, Sets of
READY MADE CLOTHING,
B le a c h e d a n d B ro w n ,
Studs, Vest and
Neck Chains,
G e n ts F u r n i s h i n g
G o o d s.
Plain and
T ic k in g s ,
F a r m w o r t l i B u i l d i n g . H e a d o f S e a S i.
Chased Gold
Chains, &c., &c., valued at
ROCKLAND, M E.

For F a m ily and M an u factu rin g
Purposed.

H

A K K

Would announce that he has just received from

B o sto n

G R A N I>

•TO N E IN T O E BLA D D ER , CALCULUS, G RA V E L, BRICK

T IN G .

TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS

S t e p h e n Gould .

Ladies’ and Misses’

HEWETT & F0GLER

GOULD & CHANDLER,

Have you a house or factory,
other buildings to light i Belore
doing so, be sure and send for our
Circular. You will not regret it.

IL L ’S H A IR D Y E , only 50 cts.—Black oi
Brown, instantaneous, natural, durable, best

D R Y GOODS,

FIFTY DIFFERENT KINDS

►No. 24 Elm St. (formerly old No. 9) Bos
[ ton. Board $2 per day. Rooms, with
■out meals, 75 cents. A splendid Billiard
Room attached. House open all night. H. E. BIL
LINGS, Proprietor.

T H E ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOR

D IA B E T E 8,

TALM AS,

T i t .1DF,

r a n t o e r r i e s ,
C r a n to o r r io s .

N ew

T H E ONLY REM ED Y KNOWN FOR

M a n u fa c tu re rs o f

ROCKLAND AND VICINITY, THAT

c a BUSHELS for sale low. Prime article warran
U U ted to keep. For sale by
C. D. ULMER,
Gw44
Beethoven Block, Rockland.

M EDICAL.

T H E ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOB

Foreign and D om estic

to W . F . B U T L E R , E s q . , who will continue the busi
ness at the old Stand, ana for whom he bespeaks a
liberal amount of patronage; feeling assulW that his
gentlemanly bearing and accommodating manner of
doing business cannot fail to give satisfaction.
All outstanding Bills, can be settled with Mr. But
ler, at his Store, or with the Subscriber who will beat
the Store for some time to come.
Respectfully, E. L. STETSON.
3w44
South Thomaston, Oct. 18, 1800.

GUNS. PISTOLS
AND GUNS FIX TORES,

now generally understood in

T H E ONLY BEM EDY KNOWN FOR

Seam en's O ut-Fittings

# .r

It is

New P atterns for

N O T IC E .

STO C K

T H E ONLY REM EDY KNOWN FOR
T H E ONLY BEM ED Y KNOWN FOB

Wholesale and Retail Battler In

_ lor the liberal patronage they have hitherto givei
him, and the promptitude with which they have paid
their Bills, would inform them that he has sold out his

Also a large assortment of

•
WATER.
WATER.
WATER.
WATER.
WATER.
WATER.
WATER.
WATER.

T H E ONLY REM ED Y KNOWN FOB

S im o x t o n B r o t h e r s ,

RUBBER COATS AND

a n d F u r n i s h i n g G o o d s,

•
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION

C LO A K S

C o m m o n G inn* H n n d L a m p s , S m a l l B r a n s
A b s o rb in g L a m p s , C o m m o n S ta n d
L a m p s , G la s s F o o t S ta n d L a m p s ,
M a r b le F o o t , D iffe re n t S i z e s ,
L a m p s iu B ro n z e , D iffe re n t
P ric e s , H a n g L am p s,
B r a c k e t L a m p s in
B ro n ze , C o m m o n
S id e a n d B r a c k *
et L am ps,
L am p
F ix tu re s
o f a ll k i n d s ,
S hades, B u rn e rs ,
G lo b e s , F o u u t s , A c .,
L am p s re p a ire d a t
s h o r t n o t i c e , S p e a r B lo c k ,
C o r n e r P a r k a n d M a in S tr e e ts ,

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

•

1866.

L A M P S ! L A M P S!

23 Congress Street, Boston.
Branch Office, 58 Cedar Street, New York.

LOW

F a ll F a s h io n s

W holesale a n d R e ta il.

44tf

DR. S. S. FITCII cures the following d isea sesA ll
Headaches, Catarrh, Sore Throat, Colds, Cough,
Whooping Cough, Bleeding Lungs, Consumption,
Asthma, Diseases of the Heart, Dyspepsia, Livei
Complaints, Bowel Complaints, Costiveness, Piles WORTH OF TRUNKS,
Dropsy, Ovarian Tumors, Complaints peculiar to
either sex, Skin Diseases, Salt Rheum Eruptions,
VALISES, BAGS, &c.,
To Retailers.
I'imples and Brown Spots on the face, the scalp, the
Children and Youths’ genteel thorough-made Metal lianas, the limbs or the person; Rheumatism, Ery
Tipped Shoes; also, Boots and Shoes with the new sipelas, Falling of the hair by Humor, Goitre, Swelled Which will be sold at low prices. Call and see for
Union Tip u Metal Tip over a Patent Leather Tip) Neck, Scrofula, and all impurities of the Blood, Ner yourself.
vousness. Chorea, St. Vitus’ Dance. In all cases the
alwvs on hand.
FIELD, THAYER A WHITCOMB, Boston, Mass best reference given.

THE ELM STEET HOTEL,

STYLES

CLO AKS,

-AT-

KITCHEN FI RMSHIXG GOODS.

G e o . P . R o w e ll & Co.

AGEXTS WAX TED FOR

C h e v a lie r ’* L ife for flic H a ir
NEVER FAILS to restore gray hair to its original
color, freshness and beauty; will POSITIVELY stoj
its failing out; will SURELY promote its growth; iCERTAIX to impart lile ana vigor; will INVAR1
AltLY keep the head in a clean, cool and health;
condition; contains nothing injurious; has X<
EQUAL as a HAIR DRESSING, and is endorsed b;
our best physicians, i assure you, ladies and gentle
men, it is all you require for tlie hair. Sold by a!
druggists. SARAH A. CHEVALIER, M. D.
wholesale in Boston by Geo. C. Goodwin A
Weeks and Potter, M. S. Burr A Co., Carter A Wile)

DRY GOODS, GREAT RUSH

S®- We believe our facilities for procuring the
AVE constantly on hand a good assortment of
prompt and careful insertion of all advertisements en
'Crockery and Glass Ware, of the best quality
trusted to our charge are positively unequalled.
and styles, which they will sell as LOW AS THE
LOWEST. Also every variety of
Parties wishing to advertise in any newspaper in
the United States or British Provinces can send their
W ood en W a re
orders to us. The cost is no more, as the Agent’s
commission comes from the publishers.
---- AND-----

P e a r le d W h e a t,
W h ite M e a l,
W h e a t C o rn F lo u r ,
K iln - d r ie d C orn
M e a l,
B u c k tc h e a t F lo u r ,
M o tn in y a n d S a m p ,
M a ix e n a a n d
C o r n S t a r c h . _______

Fall and W inter

A.

1866.

G la s s W a re .

23 Congress Street, Boston.
Branch Office, No. 5S Cedar Street, New York.

BOSTOX.
F lo u r ,
B o lte d I n d i a n M s a l,
C r a c h e d W h e a t,
M eeker* s F a r in a ,
O a t M e a l,
P e a r l B a r le y ,
O a t F lo u r ,
B y e M e a l,
O a t G r o a ts ,

FALL

---- AND----

G e » . P . R o w e ll & C o.

jBy e

1866.

C R O C K E R Y

*S. G. BOWDLEAR & CO.

Backload, Oct. 10,

1866.

SOIONTOIV B R O S ,
BERRY BLOCK, ROCKLAND.
STETSON BLOCK, CAMDEN.
August 33, 1866.
35 rf

P o rg ie a n d H e r r i n g N e ts .
Hi H. VBM.

